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I have been known to dedicate this column to the 
topic of life safety—often! Certainly I believe deeply in 
the critical role the opening assembly plays in life safety. 
However, another important, and often overlooked, 
contribution of the doorway is the artistic message 
conveyed by a doorway that can stir one’s passion.  

The topics slated for this month’s issue of Doors + Hardware 
is libraries, museums and religious buildings. Guess what? 
We struck out in attracting authors to write about those 
building types, yet we know the industry is supplying 
solutions to these markets on a daily basis. Doorways are 
often used to convey an image or stir an emotion. Often 
they are a statement. For instance, if a hotel is trying to 
convey a sense of eloquence, then the doorway is the first 
opportunity to do so.  

Let’s consider a hotel that has been the home of more DHI 
conventions and annual meetings than any in the country—
Chicago’s Palmer House. As you enter the Monroe Street 
lobby, you are struck by the beautiful “peacock doors”—
bronze doors in the shape of peacocks, (which are also 
featured on this month’s cover). In fact, these doors are 
such a critical component of the “feel” of the famous Palmer 
House that several years back, Ken Price, the Palmer House’s 
Director of Public Affairs, commissioned signage to tell the 
story of these doors.

Outside the hotel at the corner of State and Monroe is the 
site of Chicago’s first and oldest jeweler, C.D. Peacock.  Inside 
the lobby, a matching set of doors were built as well. These 
doors are massive, bronze doors in the shape of peacocks. 
These were designed and built by Louis Comfort Tiffany. 
Now does that scream eloquence?  

Consider how many beautiful churches throughout the 
world are adorned with impressive, thought provoking 
doorways into amazing cathedrals. The Catholic church 
I attend in Ashburn, Va., built in 2009, has such beautiful 
doors you will often hear parishioners comment on 
their beauty. In 2015, a 24-hour “Adoration Chapel” was 
constructed and the gorgeous wood door, adorned with a 
light panel covered with eloquent iron work, conveys a deep 
message to many who visit the chapel throughout the night.  

I once had a conversation with the owners of H&G/Schultz 
Door who were working on a customized pair of doors 
for the St. Louis Art Museum, and they noted not only the 
interesting challenge of the design but of construction. 
H&G/Schultz Door supplied all of the interior and exterior 
16-foot sliding doors, weighing 1,000 pounds each. To 
add to this, the tracks for the doors were installed into 
the concrete and because of the “permanent” nature of 
concrete, the tracks had to be perfect upon installation. 
Despite these challenges, H&G/Schultz Door was honored 
to be charged with the task and one can only imagine the 
effort that went into the project.  

The term “door” or “doorways” is used in so many different 
ways in communication and has been relied upon to 
broadcast often lofty thoughts for thousands of years. It 
is an important concept in so many great literary works, 
illustrating the important role that doors play in society.  
Often, I have been told the only time DHI members get to 
speak with the principals of a design firm will be to discuss 
the main entrance because the doorway and entrance are 
also an important part of the statement the architects are 
looking to accomplish. 

From castles to universities, doorways have been a signature 
of the builder, which leads me to conclude what a great 
industry in which we make our living. No matter if we are 
entering a church, art museum, or historic hotel, those in 
our industry take care to examine the details of the doors 
and wonder the tasks and challenges those involved went 
through for the project. Of course, the challenge today is to 
successfully weave a proper balance of life safety and security 
into these pieces of art! Sorry, I just couldn’t help myself. 

JERRY HEPPES SR., CAE, is the CEO of 
DHI and the Door Security & Safety 
Foundation. If you’d like to comment on 
this article or any others in the November 
issue, email dgable@dhi.org.

It’s Not Always about Life Safety
By Jerry Heppes Sr., CAE
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By Peter Boriskin

Upgrading to electronic lock systems 
for convenience and security

Multifamily Housing  
Environments
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When it comes to multifamily spaces, 
the doors, locks, and hardware speci-
fied have primarily been very mechan-
ical. However, over the past several 
years, there have been increasing re-
quests for electro-mechanical solutions. 
From property owners and managers 
to security integrators and installers, to 
end-user customers themselves, every-
one is looking to upgrade from mechan-
ical locks and move toward electronic 
systems with various levels of access 
control benefits.
Multifamily housing facilities, es-
pecially older buildings, are usually 
door-dense environments. The tradi-
tional distribution and management of 
hundreds of brass keys and mechani-
cal locksets is imperfect at best, often 
resulting in the risk of lost keys and the 
high cost and inconvenience of having 
to rekey locks.
Mechanical key systems make it nearly 
impossible for property managers to 
manage access for tenants, employees, 
visitors, and contractors while ensuring 
accountability and that only those au-
thorized can gain access. Property man-
agers are also looking to solve problems 
such as lockouts or lost keys.
Further, if there are brass keys for mul-
tiple buildings overseen by a property 
manager, then there is likely a master 
key solution. If a superintendent with 
a master key quits, or if that key is lost, 
owners are faced with the significant 
time, expense, and security exposure 
of re-coring all cylinders on all doors. 
At the same time, the tenants in this 
situation are inconvenienced. They need 
to either be home or delegate authority 
to someone to unlock their door and 
change over their cylinder, and then all 
their keys.

Upgrading Benefits and Usability
Thanks to advancements in lock tech-
nologies, it is now possible to deploy a 
secure, manageable, and cost-effective 
multifamily housing solution without 
the need for complex and expensive 
infrastructure. These advancements 
allow property managers and security 
professionals to manage access privileg-
es from any device, anywhere with an 

internet connection. This eliminates the 
need to be onsite or invest in dedicated 
computers, servers, and other infor-
mation technology (IT) maintenance 
requirements.
An all-too-common challenge managers 
face: tenants leave their key, card, or fob 
inside their apartment and lock them-
selves out. Historically, this meant some-
one would have to go to the apartment, 
unlock the door (or multiple doors), and 
let the tenant back in. In other cases, the 
tenant would have to go to the property 
management office to have a new cre-
dential made.
Managers need a mechanism to allow 
people in who do not have a card or key 
on them. In situations where multifam-
ily locks have a keypad, it is possible 
to generate a one-time personal iden-
tification number (OTP). It is created 
as a random PIN, based on the lock’s 
cryptography, so the system and the 
lock are aware of the same single-use 
access number.
Under this scenario, the tenant can call 
the management office, where someone 
can pull up the software application 
(run on a PC, tablet, or smartphone). 
Once that person validates the tenant, 
the OTP is generated and issued, allow-
ing access to the apartment. It does not 
matter whether that number was writ-
ten down or seen by someone else—the 
OTP will not work on that lock again.
In addition to daily access needs, these 
systems offer an excellent level of con-
venience, allowing residents to request 
temporary and expiring access for 
guests or maintenance/cleaning staff, 
and for management to control access to 
common areas for family members. 

Mechanical to Electrical
Providing lock management in retrofit 
situations can be challenging when the 
existing building lacks wireless, auto-
mation, or network infrastructure. How 
does one bring intelligence to a door 
that cannot receive a wireless or wired 
connection?
There are several electronic door 
products that can be used to upgrade 
these types of mechanical openings 

© iStock | wakila
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in multifamily environments. 
Standalone, battery-powered, elec-
tronic locks with various readers and 
combinations of readers and keypads 
are available, many of which have 
features and benefits far exceeding 
mechanical locks.
These standalone electronic locks 
make use of a secure card or fob that 
stores the rules of who is allowed 
access at a particular door, at a par-
ticular time, on a particular day. By 
writing these rules onto the card itself, 
networking can be brought to the 
door. When that card is presented to 
the door, it offers security in the form 
of an audit trail of who came through 
the opening (or tried to unsuccessfully 
access it).
That audit trail is maintained, secure, 
and authentic. When the user hits 
an online door (and there may be a 
handful in the facility) while leaving 
the facility, going through a vehicle 
gate in the garage or walking to the 
elevator lobby, all the information for 
the offline doors or data-on-card doors 
that have been accessed is shared 
with the network. This way, the audit 
trail on both the online and offline 
openings is available through a cloud-
based infrastructure.

The Cloud
Cloud-based technologies were 
developed because most multifamily 
locations do not have an IT staff or IT 
infrastructure on the premises. To pro-
vide a solution, these applications use 
some of the same technology for online 
doors to go back to a cloud-based in-
frastructure. This way, facilities do not 
have to invest in servers, cabling, and 
climate-controlled environments—this 
is all done as a service.
Access Control as a Service is a system 
where a customer pays on a yearly, 
quarterly, or monthly basis for the 
ability to have a server that manages 
the access control system to be located 
at a third-party location. (There is 
no software or server located on the 
customer’s premises.) This type of 
business model is expected to see the 
greatest growth in North America 
because there is good Internet infra-
structure and a familiarity with cloud-
based solutions. It generates recurring 
revenue for access control providers 
and systems integrators of all sizes 
and opens the door to new markets 
such as small businesses, where access 
control was previously not an option 
because of high upfront costs.
Many of these systems are used with-
in assisted-living environments. Not 
only do these settings have all of the 
challenges of a multifamily environ-
ment, but they are also responsible for 
auditing nurse and staff visits, as well 
as monitoring who was in the apart-
ment and at what time. These systems 
offer a lot of auditability and account-
ability that makes them invaluable for 
security management.

A Continuous Path
To take this migration path a few 
steps further, more institutional locks 
are also available including IP locks 
(i.e. Power over Ethernet and Wi-Fi 
locks) with the capability to support 
both near-field communication and 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). With 
BLE, mobile devices can be used as 
a credential to gain access. These 
options become more expensive, 
but once a facility has made the leap 
to electronic locks, there are many 

different ways to mix and match tech-
nologies to best fit the environment, 
the user, and specific openings.
Technology is evolving rapidly in the 
access control market as demands for 
mobility, user interface, and cloud-
based solutions are implemented. 
Mobility in particular is driving 
change across the technology sector as 
users demand more control over their 
systems regardless of where they are. 
Mobility means access control soft-
ware suppliers can no longer assume 
security personnel will be behind a 
desk monitoring a system—this is 
changing how software is presented 
and how it is delivered.
Dedicated security solutions for mul-
tifamily environments mean property 
managers and owners can leverage 
their community for management of 
access rights, increased security, and 
reduced maintenance. These tools be-
come invaluable in helping property 
management meet its security needs 
while controlling the costs associated 
with access management.
The latest technology allows multi-
family property managers and de-
velopers to increase not only security 
and convenience but also the value of 
their properties by making convenient 
access yet another marketable asset to 
attract and retain residents.
In some multifamily projects, abuse, 
damage, and vandalism can be a 
primary concern. There are several 
ruggedized keypads available in the 
marketplace today. They are designed 
to take much more use and abuse than 
the residential counterparts, which we 
see mostly in internal spaces. 

PETER BORISKIN is the 
Vice President of 
Commercial Product 
Management for ASSA 
ABLOY Americas. He has 
20 years of experience 
working with security 
technology, particularly 
the enterprise security 

marketplace. Extensively trained in network 
security, threat assessment, and incident man-
agement, he was part of the founding team for 
the Open Security Exchange. He can be reached 
at peter.boriskin@assaabloy.com. 

Dedicated security 
solutions for multifamily 
environments mean 
property managers and 
owners can leverage 
their community 
for management of 
access rights, increased 
security, and reduced 
maintenance.
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Enhanced design (noun)

1.  The fusion of technology, 

design, form and function 

through next generation 

planning methods.

2.  A way of thinking about spaces 

that merges digital and physical 

worlds by incorporating 

technology into design.
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Designing for an  
Enhanced User 
Experience

Technology is advancing at an accelerated pace. With it, 
people’s daily lives continue to evolve as they welcome 
innovation into their worlds. It’s not something to fear; 
technology is enhancing users’ experiences by simplifying 
their daily routines, letting them get more done in less 
time. With a turn of a phrase or a touch of a button, they 
can start cars, pre-order Starbucks and lock the door as 
they rush off to work. 
Many don’t even realize the impact technology has on their 
daily routine—but that’s the point. And that’s the concept 
behind enhanced design. It’s not just about the technolo-
gy but how it is applied to enhance the overall building 
experience. Convenience is something people have come to 
anticipate beyond the home, and the commercial industry 
is expected to deliver. 
Understanding the relationship of today’s technological 
trends, tools and challenges and how they relate to the 
design of a facility is now becoming more important for 
architects and building designers.

Realize the Potential 
I believe architects are interested in more than just creating 
a beautiful building. They want to provide a consistently 
excellent experience. They want us to appreciate their work 
because they are artists.
Often, architects can become constrained by having to 
compromise their vision for practicality. Enhanced design 
breaks down many of those barriers so that buildings be-
come more functional and more beautiful. 
Picture the Apple store. From the feelings that arise upon 
entering to the accessibility of the products, the entire ex-
perience is intentional. This space was envisioned with the 
customers in mind, but its creator’s creative vision remains 
intact. It successfully blends technology, design, form and 

function. A similar balance can be achieved in any project 
by incorporating technology from the beginning. 

Maximize Your Space
Doing more with less improves the usability of a space. 
Combining imagination with innovation makes an office 
more than simply a desk and chair, and it makes a hotel 
more than a place to sleep.
The Peloton bike transformed the stationary exercise equip-
ment that collects dust in the basement into a world-class 
indoor cycling studio. It delivers a fully connected and en-
gaging experience where users can schedule their classes, 
track their progress and interact with their fellow Peloton-
riders—from the comfort of their homes. Why stop there? 
By putting the bike in a hotel room, the user gets that same 
experience on-the-go. Adding the connected workout de-
vice enriches the guest’s stay. Now their sleeping quarter is 
also their private workout facility. 

Maximize Your Materials 
Capitalize on the aesthetic vision for the property. Integrate 
technology to make the user experience more seamless, so 
devices are transparent to the eye. Don’t ruin a beautiful 
design by adding wires or “wall warts” here and there.
Use next generation technology to make your project more 
beautiful. Hide things that aren’t nice to look at and use 
materials you thought you couldn’t use. Maybe you’re in 
Arizona and avoid glass because it’s not practical to con-
stantly pull shades to block the sun. What if those shades 
could be pulled automatically at peak hours?
I’ve seen architects watch their masterpieces get remolded 
or altered throughout the design process. The end product 
isn’t as beautiful as what was in their mind once all of the 
practicality factors are added. Intelligent devices make 

By Rob Martens

© iStock  |  ClaudioVentrella

Achieve the vision of your building by blending 
technology, design, form and function
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The students want charging stations for their phones and 
tablets. The teachers need interactive whiteboards. All will 
benefit from a space that automatically adjusts the tempera-
ture for a comfortable atmosphere. 
The Internet of Things goes beyond the expected features 
through predictive, real-time actions. Now, the room will 
automatically display that course’s e-book or lectures for 
the day on the in-room computers or tablets. When not in 
use, rooms will automatically lock to prevent theft or mis-
use of equipment. The janitorial staff might even receive 
notifications of which rooms were used during the day and 
in need of attention. 
Put yourself in the shoes of all of the end users. Find out how 
your building can adapt to their needs using next generation 
technology. You have the control to maximize the potential 
of a building. Ultimately, that is how you’ll get people to 
engage with a space like they would the Apple store.
It can be daunting. To get started, partner up with other 
professionals. As with writing a spec, you should spend 
time talking with someone who knows what’s possible. 
Talk to experts in openings, cooling, heating, lighting or 
whatever is needed. Learn what is available to expand your 
palette and get past what exists on paper. Once you know 
what is at your disposal, go back to your initial vision. 
Customers’ expectations are changing as technology con-
tinues to evolve to improve convenience and efficiency. That 
doesn’t mean you have to compromise your design. It’s up to 
architects to understand how to design with these demands 
in mind. Spaces can be built differently when their designers 
appreciate how everything integrates so that there is no com-
promise between technology, design, form and function. 

ROB MARTENS is Allegion’s Futurist and Vice 
President of Strategy  and Partnerships. He is 
responsible for identifying trends, 
opportunities and partnerships in the 
consumer/residential and commercial 
electronic product space and assists product 
management and marketing teams to make 
things happen for customers.

GLOSSARY 

Augmented reality (noun)
An artificial environment viewed on a 
screen that combines real-world settings 
with computer-generated data.

Example: You can look at building on your 
phone to see where all of the wireless 
devices that need a battery replaced can 
be found.

Internet of things (IoT) (noun)
Billions of sensors and smart devices 
connecting and sharing information with 
each other to enhance the collective 
experience of the end user; coined by 
British tech pioneer Kevin Ashton in 1999.

Example: Your arrival to the office prompts 
the lights and temperature to adjust, 
based on your preferences.

Virtual reality (noun)
A realistic simulation of three-dimensional 
spaces that are experienced or controlled 
by the movement of the body.

Example: You can put on a pair of goggles 
and sit in a virtual simulation of a space 
before it is created. 

5G (noun)
A next-generation network system that 
will have higher speeds and allow for 
more connected devices.
 

Put yourself in the shoes of 
all of the end users. Find out 
how your building can adapt 
to their needs using next 
generation technology. You 
have the control to maximize 
the potential of a building.

it easier to obtain their vision. The architect or building 
designer’s job is to take an idea and figure out how technol-
ogy can help make it a reality. 

Enhancing the Experience
Architects and designers have a unique opportunity to 
offer differentiated experiences at all levels if they plan 
it from the beginning. When designing a classroom, it’s 
important to understand how the space can be developed 
to create an optimal learning and teaching environment. 
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By Jacob Wexler, FDAI, and Ed Wall Jr.

DEMYSTIFYING 
Acoustic Doors
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From delayed recovery times in 
hospitals to decreased scholastic perfor-
mance in schools, ineffective sound 
control can have measurable negative 
impacts on our lives. Our burgeoning 
understanding of these effects, com-
bined with a growing need to protect 
privacy in almost every type of facility 
has resulted in considerable increases 
in both the demand and require-
ments surrounding acoustic control. 
Unfortunately, as these continue to 
grow, so do cost-cutting measures that 
over-promise and under-deliver. 
Because the liability for ineffective 
sound control can fall on the contrac-
tors, distributors and specifiers in-
volved in a project, it’s vital to under-
stand how acoustic doors function, 
how they are tested and rated, how 
crucial gasketing is to preventing 
sound transmission and why the grow-
ing trend of swapping out components 
in tested acoustical door assemblies is 
never a good idea. In this article, we 
will review some of the more common 
reasons for inefficient or ineffective 
sound control and offer advice on 
how to specify the products neces-
sary to meet client needs and privacy 
requirements.

The Science of Sound
The complexity of sound is the reason 
why specifying acoustic doors is so  
difficult. Preventing the transfer of 
sound through door openings—spe-
cifically through clearances and gaps 
around doors—requires specialized 
expertise and quality materials to be 
successful. 
Put simply, sound is vibrations in 
the air moving in waves. The rate of 
sound pulsations measured in cycles 
per second is called frequency—also 
known as hertz (Hz). The range of 
human hearing is considered to be 20 
to 20,000 Hz. Sound pressure levels 
are measured in decibels—or dB. The 
scale of measurement used to simulate 
sound across the audible frequency 
range is denoted as dBA. It is important 

to understand the human ear perceives 
changes in loudness caused by even 
small changes in those levels. Each 10-
dB increase doubles the sound recep-
tion. In other words, a noise registering 
at 60-dB is twice as loud as a noise at 
50-dB, but only half as loud as it would 
be at 70-dB. 
When sound comes in contact with 
a door, some of the energy from the 
vibrations transfers to the door. The 
resulting vibrations in the door itself 
set the air in motion on the other 
side of the door, creating more sound 
vibrations. 
A door’s ability to resist the passage of 
sound waves is determined by its mass, 
damping and stiffness. The greater the 
mass, the less sound is transmitted 
through the barrier. Sound vibrations 
can be reduced using damping materi-
als, which are typically limp-mass ma-
terials. Damping material is sometimes 
used as core material in doors designed 
to provide the highest levels of sound 
control.
The stiffness of the barrier is also a 
factor in sound transmission. Although 
more flexible barriers transmit less 
sound, for practical reasons, acoustic 
doors are generally manufactured 
from very dense, stiff materials such as 
wood or steel with stiffness and barrier 
batts added to any hollow cavity inside 
the door. The resulting effectiveness of 
sound-control doors varies with differ-
ent combinations of materials. 

Understanding the STC Rating
Because so many different types of 
materials are used in acoustic doors, 
effective comparisons of different 
styles require the use of a rating 
system. When evaluating the perfor-
mance of acoustical doors, the degree 

of effectiveness is measured in sound 
transmission loss or TL. TL is deter-
mined by measuring sound pressure 
levels at a given frequency in the source 
and receiving rooms. The adjusted 
difference between the two levels is the 
TL of the door. The higher the TL, the 
better the result. 
The TL of a door is measured over 16 
different frequencies, and the average 
of those values is used to determine the 
sound transmission class (STC) rating 
of the door. The higher the STC value, 
the better the rating with 30 considered 
to be the industry minimum for an 
acoustical door. 
Specifying an STC rating sounds pretty 
straightforward, in the same way a 
one-, two-, or three-hour fire door is 
selected. But the appearance of simplic-
ity is precisely why so many acoustic 
installations are inefficient, being either 
over-specified and unnecessarily ex-
pensive, or underspecified and ineffec-
tive. This is because STC values are not 
proportionate units of measurement. 
To continue reducing sound transmis-
sion—that is, to achieve increasingly 
higher levels of sound control—each 
10-dB increment requires 10 times as 
much improvement as the one before. 
While door openings rated in the range 
from STC 30 to STC 40 are common, 
achieving STC 50 and higher ratings is 
extraordinarily difficult.
It is also important to understand the 
process of determining a door’s STC 
rating. Acoustic doors are tested under 
optimal conditions, and field perfor-
mance will vary. They are first tested in 
a fixed condition—i.e., sealed in place 
when sound is applied and recorded. 
This step determines the STC value 
of the door itself. The second phase of 
testing requires the door to be operable. 

DEMYSTIFYING 
Acoustic Doors

A door’s ability to resist the passage of sound 
waves is determined by its mass, damping and 
stiffness. The greater the mass, the less sound is 
transmitted through the barrier.

© iStock |  marigold_88
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All sealants are removed before sound 
is applied, so the resulting operable 
STC rating indicates a more accurate 
measure of the door’s performance in 
an installed environment. 
A reputable acoustic door manufac-
turer will always quote STC ratings 
as operable or clearly indicate which 
condition applies, but some manufac-
turers are still furnishing their STC 
ratings only as sealed-in place, which 
is misleading. When decisions are 
made based on those practices, dis-
appointments are inevitable. Because 
“operable doors” means dealing with 
gaps, acoustical gasketing is the critical 
element to ensure that performance in 
the real world comes as close as possi-
ble to the theoretical STC value of the 
sound door.

Gasketing is Crucial to Success
When acoustic doors fail to deliver the 
appropriate amount of sound control, 
the first instinct is often to install a 
door with a higher STC rating. One of 
the primary reasons controlling noise 
leakage is so challenging is because of 
how easily sound waves travel through 
any opening with very little loss. No 
matter how small the gap may be, it 
will allow almost as much sound to 
travel through as though the door were 
open. 
The more effective way to address 
this problem is not to install a more 
expensive door with a higher STC 
rating, but to eliminate any unsealed 
gaps or clearances in the existing door 
assembly using high-quality acoustical 

gasketing. Without proper gasketing, 
even the most highly rated STC door 
will be largely ineffective at blocking 
sound. 
Of course, on the other side of this 
problem are those who would attempt 
to save money by installing high-qual-
ity acoustical gasketing on a door that 
is not STC-rated. While this method 
will yield nominal improvement in the 
amount of sound traveling through 
the opening, it will be insignificant 
compared to the results of pairing the 
proper gasketing with the appropriate 
STC rated door. 
It’s important to remember that, as 
with any products, there are signif-
icant variations in quality materials 
and designs. Lower-quality gaskets 
will deliver lower-quality results 
that will be measured in disappoint-
ing STC performance. Designers 
and consultants should ensure that 
only high-quality gaskets are used 
with their sound control systems. 
Compression seals extruded from 
high-quality neoprene are essential for 
basic gasketing integrity, and sup-
plemental seals can be invaluable in 
helping compensate for the effects of 
commonplace variances in installed 
clearances. 
In assessing gasketing quality and 
design for optimum durability and ser-
vice life, as well as STC performance, 
look for:

● Good-quality neoprene with con-
sistent density and solid footing 
in gasket housings.

● Consistent quality in the hous-
ings themselves and any moving 
mechanisms. 

● Adjustable features to offset 
alignment problems and help 
compensate for less than perfect 
frame installation are important. 
Available adjustable solutions 
range from high-end special 
profile door frames with kerfs 
for uninterrupted C-fold type 
gasketing, or cased open profile 
using built-in gasketing as stops, to 
lower-end designs with standard 
hollow metal profiles.

● Mounting brackets and other 
options designed to eliminate 
the need to cut into gasketing 
when installing closers or other 
hardware items. In all cases, 
providing precise guidelines 
for required components will 
minimize the potential for errors 
due to inferior materials or mis-
matched components.

Avoid Alterations
The most effective way to ensure prop-
er performance of acoustical assemblies 
in the field is to minimize the variables 
that can impact the functionality of the 
door. Engineered door assemblies with 
acoustical gasketing, tested as a unit, 
provide full accountability through a 
single manufacturer and its installers 
because all components are engineered 
and tested as one system. This can be 
particularly useful for high-demand 
sound control, as well as all applica-
tions where performance to precise 
STC levels is needed.
However, as competition and demand 
for these products continue to increase, 
there have been a growing number of 
reports of alterations and actions that 
are extremely likely to compromise the 
performance of acoustical door assem-
blies. Components are increasingly 
being substituted, and distributors are 
quoting rated acoustical doors with 
components that have not been tested 
with that assembly. In some extreme 
cases, STC ratings are based on testing 
with inoperable assemblies or outdated 
test reports. 

When acoustic doors fail to deliver the 
appropriate amount of sound control, 
the first instinct is often to install a door 
with a higher STC rating.
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Acoustical professionals recognize that 
mix and match is bad business practice 
when applied to engineered sound 
solutions. Accepting substitutes for any 
component in a rated acoustical assem-
bly could easily lead to unacceptable 
noise levels. The ongoing costs of oc-
cupant and owner dissatisfaction will 
far exceed any short-term savings from 
misapplied “value engineering” during 
building construction or remodeling.
To avoid these potentially costly 
compromises and substitutions that 
can jeopardize performance, specifiers 
should follow these five rules:

1. Doors must be supplied as 
complete, integrated assemblies, 
along with certified test reports 
– no substitutions.

2. To be of practical value, STC 
ratings must be based on  
testing with assemblies that  
are operable – not sealed in 
place.

3. View test results older than five 
years with caution, because even 
tested products change.

4. Require installation by a certi-
fied professional installer.

5. Include requirements for 
field sound tests in project 
specifications.

Conclusion
Controlling and eliminating noise from 
traveling into or out of a room remains 
one of the most difficult challenges in 
this industry. Utilizing quality prod-
ucts and partnering with a professional 
sound engineer on highly sensitive 
projects can ensure the end result is 
successful and avoid costly repairs.  

JACOB WEXLER, 
FDAI, is the Product 
& Business 
Development 
Manager for Legacy 
Manufacturing, LLC. 
He can be reached  
at jacob.wexler@ 
legacyllc.com. 

EDWARD WALL JR. 
is President of 
MegaMet Industries. 
He can be reached  
at ewalljr@ 
megametUSA.com.
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By Rick Liddell, FDHI, and Rocky Boucher

DON’T GET  
CALLED  
BACK  
FOR  

SUPPLYING  
THE DOORS 
THEY  
SPECIFIED
The solution is simpler than you think.

© iStock  |  pepifoto
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Each pair of these doors met the architectural spec for pair-matched rotary white birch.   
The architect rejected the three sets because of their combined visual incompatibility.

In each case you provided exactly 
what the architect specified. But, 
because of natural characteristics and 
veneer lay-ups, the architect or owner 
is dissatisfied.

ou’ve diligently reviewed 
the specification, maybe even 
questioned or clarified the 
spec with the general contrac-

tor (GC) and architect. You carefully 
ordered and provided wood doors 
that met the written architectural spec.  
But then you get that dreaded call, 
complaining the doors you supplied 
don’t meet spec because “their appear-
ance is different” than what the GC, 
architect or client expected.  
Has that ever happened to you? 
Probably at least once.  
Now, think of the time the architec-
tural spec called for rotary natural 
birch. You satisfied the order exactly 
as specified only to get a call from the 
architect or GC telling you, “The doors 
are just ugly and you better fix this!”  
Or the time the spec called for plain 
sliced birch or plain sliced maple and 
the architect called you to ask, “Why 
do all these doors have these wide 
stripes?”  
Or the time the architect specified 
(and you supplied) a beautiful rift cut 
white oak, only to be told, “But the 
doors look like they have machine 
gun marks across the face…”  
In each case you provided exactly 
what the architect specified. But, 
because of natural characteristics and 
veneer lay-ups, the architect or owner 
is dissatisfied. And in every case, they 
expect you to fix it—now!

Each pair of these doors met the archi-
tectural spec for pair-matched rotary 
white birch. The architect rejected the 
three sets because of their combined 
visual incompatibility.
Let’s take this frustrating dilemma 
apart by realizing that architects are 
usually interested in four things when 
specifying a wood, whether it’s for a 
door veneer or something else: 

 aesthetic appearance in their 
final setting 

 sustainability 
 legal sourcing
 cost 

Y

Photos courtesy of Columbia Forest Products.
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The order may vary depending on the type 
of project, owner focus or lead time and 
availability.  
The good news is that North American ro-
tary-cut white maple is a simple and effec-
tive cure for the problems illustrated above. 
It addresses the primary criteria, project to 
project. It’s really a solution that has been 
“hiding in plain sight” until now.
Rotary White Maple (RWM) offers the 
architect, as the owner’s representative, a 
new approach to achieving all four of their 
primary concerns, and a lot more:

 It’s plentiful. Nearly one billion square 
feet of RWM are produced in North 
America each year.
• As a species, maple generally yields 

a higher percentage of visual-
ly-pleasing sap veneer than birch.

 The rotary peeling process uses 
approximately 20-30 percent more of 
the original log than various slicing 
methods in use today. Rotary cut is a 
more efficient, more responsible and 
smarter use of the resource.

 North American rotary cut white ma-
ple veneer is nearly 20 percent thicker 
than most plain sliced face veneers, 
which allows for sanding to enhance 
finishing, and for better durability and 
potential repairs in the field.

Let’s review the delivered benefits  
in more detail.

Aesthetics and Visual Flexibility
Because the doors may be the only exposed 
wood in the interior of the commercial 
structure, grain pattern and color are 
important. RWM offers a tight color range 
and subtle grain pattern, which helps avoid 
the kind of color and visual variation that 
can occur with typical birch or oak.  With 
RWM, “rotary” does not equal “wild” in 
terms of grain pattern!  
In addition, RWM doors can be finished 
clear or with a stain from light to dark to 
enhance the maple or even allow it to mim-
ic more expensive veneer species.  
RWM can come in whole-piece faces, with 
zero leaves and splice lines. This eliminates 
the potential of the “barber poling” striped 
effect which is found after finishing in 
plain-sliced and rift-cut maple and birch.

Beyond Looks: The Strong 
Sustainability Story
Rotary veneer techniques extend the maple 
hardwood resource in comparison with use 
of solid lumber, affording today’s project 
teams with a responsibly-grown and har-
vested resource, from the US and Canada.
A portion of harvest in North America 
occurs on lands certified to the standards of 
the Forest Stewardship Council® and FSC 

Rotary white maple doors can be stained to enrich the maple itself or to mimic other veneer species, from cherry to mahogany.
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Top: Multiple doors in the same line of sight demonstrate 
the visual balance and uniformity of rotary white maple 
door faces.

Bottom Left: The subtle grain and ability to accept a wide 
range of stains are two of the most useful attributes of 
rotary white maple veneer.

Bottom Right: Mention “rotary cut” hardwood veneer, and 
you might think “wild and crazy grain patterns.”  Think 
again – rotary white maple features a modest, subtle look 
that works in casual and sophisticated spaces.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS 

DORMITORY  
PROJECT

“Barber pole” refers to the alternating dark 
and light appearance that is observed in 

book matched plain-sliced veneer, which 
isespecially noticeable after finishing. 

Under the eye of architect David Harlan of KSQ Design in Tulsa, Okla.,  
two new dormitories were completed in time for students’ arrival in 
August. Featured throughout were doors from VT Industries, clad in 
Columbia’s rotary white maple faces.

Upon installation, Harlan noted they 
experienced fewer instances of significant 
damage than normal (attributed, perhaps, 
to the thicker veneers).

In addition, the visual impact of the doors 
was enhanced by “the very nice, mild and 
consistent texture of the grain.”

Multiple doors in the same line of sight 
demonstrate the visual balance and 
uniformity of rotary white maple door 
faces.

The subtle grain and ability to accept a 
wide range of stains are two of the most 
useful attributes of rotary white maple 
veneer.

100 percent veneer grades are avail-
able upon request. Today, many build-
ings are constructed using techniques 
introduced by LEED®, including a 
preference for no-added formaldehyde 
and FSC® Certified assemblies.
The previously-mentioned statis-
tics about the highly-efficient yield 
that veneer producers achieve with 
rotary-peeled white maple, especially 
compared to birch and any plain-
sliced veneer, is a real bonus in this 
regard.

Legality
Proper sourcing legality around wood 
products has been a more promi-
nent consideration since the issues 
with Gibson Guitar and Lumber 
Liquidators, which have brought 
national attention to wood sourcing 
practices and compliance with the 
Lacey Act.
Domestically-produced RWM is a 
very “low-risk” choice in this regard, 
unlike imported veneers or door skins 
from places like China or Eastern 
Europe.
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Cost
When determining the veneer species 
for the doors for most nonresidential 
projects, other than very high-end 
buildings, cost is always a concern to 
the architect and the owner.  
Obviously, exotic species veneer direct-
ly impact the overall cost of the door. 
A middle tier of veneers (cherry, wal-
nut, mahogany, etc.) can ease budgets 
a little, but still may push too high.
RWM is perhaps the least expensive 
domestic veneer next to rotary natural 

birch, but it offers the advantages of 
being subtler and can be stained as a 
stand-alone or to mimic another veneer 
species including those noted above. 
Thus, RWM can be considered a  
value-engineering feature the archi-
tect can comfortably specify, due to its 
visual advantages.

Visual Flexibility and Control
The wonderful thing about RWM is the 
way it can be “managed” in terms of 
visual output, and the ability it offers 
the specifier to control the final effect.

RWM can be laid up in a traditional 
book and running pattern. Again, its 
pleasant grain pattern and subtle color 
allow it to blend well from door to door, 
including center balance matched, pair 
matched and set matched.
Whole-piece face RWM is literally 
cutting the veneer in widths up to five 
feet and lengths up to 12 feet, thus 
eliminating any splicing. The entire 
face is tight side out, so there is no 
chance for barber poling. And whole-
face veneers can be pair matched and 
set matched to assure a great outcome.

The rotary white maple on this door complements the rotary white maple on the hardwood plywood paneling adjacent to it.  
Because these elements can be custom stained and finished, it makes it that much easier to blend in a unified design together.

RWM can be considered a value-engineering 
feature the architect can comfortably specify, 
due to its visual advantages.
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Putting Rotary White  
Maple Doors to Work
As a total opening distributor, you are 
certainly directed by the architectural 
specification.  
When you see a spec for Rotary 
Natural Birch or even Plain Sliced 
White Maple or Birch, consider seek-
ing a price for RWM as an alternative 
for the GC. Often they are encouraged 
to provide value engineering options.  
Also, in some cases, there may not 
even be a veneer species specified. The 
GC will turn to you for your recom-
mendation. Consider opting for RWM, 
be it book matched, whole-piece face 
or plank match.  
The selling features are in your favor 
and it is highly unlikely that you’ll be 
called back by the architect because 
he doesn’t like the looks of the door. 
You’ll be a continuing resource for 
architects, GCs and owners. 

It’s time to upgrade to Legacy’s

AUTOMATIC DOOR BOTTOMS

(718) 292-5333 • contact@legacyllc.com • 415 Concord Avenue • Bronx, NY 10455

Browse our products
LegacyLLC.com

The Automatic Door Bottom (ADB) is the cornerstone of Legacy 
Manufacturing’s impressive product line. ADB’s provide protection 
from fire, smoke, noise and other threats to the life safety and 
comfort of building occupants.

RICK LIDDELL , FDHI, 
is a retired senior exec-
utive with VT 
Industries. He can be 
reached at ricklid-
dell505@gmail.com.

ROCKY BOUCHER is 
Director of Veneer 
Sales for Columbia 
Forest Products.  
He can be reached  
at RBoucher@ 
cfpwood.com.
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Product Showcase

Special  
Advertising 
Section
To be included in the next  
Product Showcase, contact  
Molly Long at mlong@dhi.org  
for more information.

A

B

A  INCLUDE DOORS IN YOUR DESIGN
Virtually indestructible Acrovyn® Doors can now include signage, messaging, 
photographs and graphic images, and can even act as part of a full wall mural. 
Acrovyn Doors by Design™ are manufactured by embedding images behind our 
rugged PVC-free Acrovyn Rigid sheet. With Acrovyn by Design®, you no longer 
have to sacrifice durability for aesthetics.
www.c-sgroup.com/acrovyn-doors

B  M9072 SERIES CLASSROOM INTRUDER LOCKS WITH 
INDICATOR
dormakaba has added the M9072 Classroom Intruder with indicator function 
to its line of heavy-duty mortise locksets. Suitable for classrooms, the M9072 
includes an inside indicator which clearly displays LOCKED or UNLOCKED. 
M9072 mortise locksets are certified to ANSI/BHMA A156.13 Series 1000, 
operational and security Grade 1, and are available in a variety of trim designs 
and finishes. 
www.dormakaba.us

C

C  SOPHISTICATED ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL 
SOLUTIONS FROM HAGER POWERED BY SALTO
Access control systems can be deployed in almost any type of facility and with 
a varying range of system and product benefits. The HS4 platform is a robust 
and dynamic solution that provides tailored benefits to nearly every type of 
installation at a fraction of the upfront and ongoing costs.
www.hageraccesscontrol.com.

D  SDC QUIET DUO LR100 FIELD MODIFICATION KIT FOR 
FIRST CHOICE
SDC’S Quiet DUOTM LR100 Kit now retrofits FIRST CHOICE mechanical exit 
devices. With higher voltage tolerance - up to 26.5 volts - and stronger pulling 
force, the LR100 provides quiet, low current durability. When paired with oth-
er SDC access control components, compatibility is guaranteed! 1Amp Inrush, 
200mA continuous @ 24VDC.
www.sdcsecurity.com/LR100-QUIET-DUO-ELR-Kit.htm

D
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G

E  THE INDUSTRY’S MOST DURABLE DOOR
CS Acrovyn® Panel Doors feature our patented replaceable edges and stiles, 
and are perfect for areas looking for a warmer, residential feel, such as 
long-term care facilities and hotels. Acrovyn Panel Doors are offered in eight 
standard designs, and can also be manufactured to your specific custom design 
requirements.
www.c-sgroup.com/acrovyn-doors 

F DIGITAL INTERCONNECT LOCK 
TownSteel is pleased to announce the new patented Digital Interconnect Lock. 
Easy installation and easy programming. 
www.townsteel.com 

G  AKRONLINE—A MORE PROFITABLE TOOL
Akron Hardware is focused on making Akronline the best online tool to locate 
product, check price, and purchase door hardware. The updates we’ve made to 
Akronline make it a more useful and profitable resource for our customers. 
www.akronhardware.com

H  PROTECT ANY SIZE OPENING FROM FLOODS
Your doorways are the weakest link in your home’s defenses against flooding. 
Legacy’s Flood Barriers are easily installed and use marine grade aluminum 
along with closed cell sponge neoprene (CCSN) engineered to ensure a wa-
ter-tight seal. Our products are made to protect doors, windows, garage doors, 
and generators.
www.LegacyLLC.com

I NGP CONTINUOUS HINGE
Meet the next generation continuous hinge. NGP’s new line of aluminum con-
tinuous hinges feature state-of-the-art load bearing design, proprietary teflon 
infused bearings, customized lifetime lubrication process, and lifetime of the 
opening warranty. All adding up to a product that cycles with quiet operation 
and ANSI grade 1 performance.
www.ngp.com 

E

H
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J  THE UNCONVENTIONAL SOLUTION  
FOR DEADBOLT ACCESS
The 4100DBDL is the only electric strike with two independently operated 
latches.  This allows for an emergency override of a thrown deadbolt (used 
for privacy).  Originally invented for use in dorm rooms for an override it’s 
found exceptional use with bathrooms in a variety of institutions. 4 Faceplates 
included, 12-24 AC & DC.
www.trineonline.com 

K DISCOVER THE ALL-NEW SECLOCK.COM
Our completely revamped website makes it quicker and easier than ever to 
find exactly what you need for all of your door hardware and security needs. A 
mobile-friendly design, powerful search engine and enhanced search features 
let you quickly access our vast inventory of electrical and mechanical door 
hardware anywhere, any time. 
www.seclock.com

L RUSTIC DESIGN DOOR HARDWARE FROM GERMAN 
MANUFACTURER
Characterized by the straight flat track and plastic rollers for a quieter and 
smoother movement, the CASA system in black coated makes every wood door 
unique and more rustic. By choosing your own wood door panel, you are keen 
to personalize your door and adapt it to your interior space. 
www.beyerle-us.com

M THE SUPA COLLECTION FROM VT
Create the right door for every design with the SUPA Collection from VT. 
Available in a variety of standard and customizable styles and finishes, the 
SUPA collection has the ability to meet every aesthetic and specification. Plus, 
ordering with VTonline® gives you quick and accurate delivery. 
www.vtdoors.com

N  TOP NOTCH ANNOUNCES EXPANDED PARTNERSHIP 
WITH ASSA ABLOY
We are proud to announce an expanded partnership between Top Notch 
Distributors/Boyle & Chase and ASSA ABLOY that will allow customers to 
purchase premier ASSA ABLOY brands directly from us.
This will allow you to receive the quality of Corbin Russwin, Medeco (com-
ing soon), Sargent and Yale Commercial products along with Top Notch’s 
renowned service.
www.topnotchinc.com

K

J

L
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Several temporary door locking devices, or 
barricade devices, have been made available 
with the intention of providing protection for 
students while in the classroom.

Unfortunately, these products fall short of the 
code requirements and often lead to unintended 
consequences. There are already solutions in place 
in most schools and experts who can help you 
confirm if your school is safe and secure. 

Twitter: @DSSFoundation • Facebook: Door Security & Safety Foundation • YouTube: Door Security & Safety Foundation

Door Security + Safety Professionals Know  �is All Too Well!

OPENING THE DOOR
TO SCHOOL SAFETY
OPENING THE DOOR
TO SCHOOL SAFETY

SECURE YOUR CLASSROOMS WITHOUT COMPROMISING LIFE SAFETY

Visit our NEW website for details: 
www.lockdontblock.org

WATCH our video • SHARE the video • GIVE to the Foundation
HELP US TELL SCHOOLS & PARENTS!



The 2017 Canada Conference kicked off with a 
Tabletop Show and Welcome Reception, setting the 
scene for three great days of education, interaction, 
socializing and Canadian camaraderie.  

It was non-stop traffic at the tabletop show and exhibitors were extremely 
positive with their response. The combination of a reception and tabletop 
show was well received by exhibitors and delegates alike. At times, there was 
standing room only as participants made their way throughout the room.  

The tone was more subdued the following morning when Chief 
Eaglespeaker opened the business program with an inspirational presenta-
tion on the need to keep the Aboriginal cultures strong, guide people back 
to their identity, maintain their spiritual ceremonies and bridge the gap 
between Aboriginals and Non-Aboriginals.  

By Carolyne Vigon

DHI CANADA 
CONFERENCE:
An Event Like No Other
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Mike Marks captivated the audience with 
two outstanding presentations – Industry 
Trends:  Those That Are Already Here and 
Those That Are Coming, and Finding Growth 
with Innovation in a Flat Market.  Mike shared 
his in-depth knowledge of the door and 
hardware industry and his understanding 
of the challenges and opportunities that 
lie ahead, providing great insight for all in 
attendance. 

Rick Volpel’s presentation on Project 
Management Reinvented appealed to 
up-and-coming managers who all walked 
away with valuable information to apply in 
their day-to-day business lives.

A day of learning was followed by a free 
evening for networking with and enter-
taining customers, colleagues and friends.  
Optional golf, a side trip to Banff, a day at 
the spa or a hike around the resort provided 
a relaxing day before the farewell banquet, 
where the hotel outdid themselves with 
a delicious beef tenderloin dinner. The 
Dueling Pianos provided outstanding enter-
tainment with lots of audience participation 
and even a command performance by DHI 
Member Stu Brodie, who belted out his ren-
dition of Space Odyssey.  

Upon reflection, the 2017 DHI Canada 
Conference provided the right amount 
of everything in a format that worked for 
everyone. But we need to hear from you. 
Please help us plan for the 2019 DHI Canada 
Conference in Eastern Canada by emailing 
Carolyne@associationconcepts.ca.

We’d like to take this opportunity to thank 
the organizing committee for the effort and 
creativity they put into the relaunch of DHI 
Canada Conference. It would not have been 
possible without you.

 Conference Chair: Scott Suppes, AHC

 Members: Christine McCaffrey;  
Katherine Panousos, AHC; Scott Collin, 
Sandy Elliot, AHC; Kristi Scott, AHC; 
John Manes, DAHC/EHC, FDHI; Mike 
Plett, AHC; Ivan Ryban, FDAI; Pierre-
Andre Couture; and Ryan Coller, DHT.

Finally, a sincere thanks to our many spon-
sors who helped transform the conference 
into the success that it became. 

Left: Ron Jonkman, Allmar Canada; Tannis 
Weinstein, ASSA ABLOY; and Katherine 
Panousos, AHC, Allmar Canada

Right: R.J. Russell and Elizabeth Tiemann of 
Anemostat 
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Earn this �rst level recognition of technical competence 
and build the foundation of your career as a door 

security + safety professional.

To achieve the DHIA certi�cate, you must successfully
complete two, online, self-paced courses:

COR101 - Fundamentals of Architectural Doors and Hardware,
and COR102 - Introduction to Codes and Standards.

Now through Dec. 31, 2017, you can purchase the 
DHIA two-course bundle and join DHI as an individual 

member for just $300. That's a 40% savings!

Join online today at www.dhi.org/DHIAo�er
 or email education@dhi.org with questions.

Earn Your Level One 
DHIA Certif icate and get a 

discount on membership! Take the Level Two
Door + Hardware Technician 
(DHT) credential 
computerized exam and get 
big savings on membership!

Results delivered immediately.

Now through Dec. 31, 2017, purchase the DHT exam and  join 
DHI as an individual member for just $440 - a 33% savings!

Go to www.dhi.org/DHTo�er for details.
+

For more information on these o�ers, email education@dhi.org.

SHARE WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES!When you join, you'll receive immediate benefits, including member pricing on education, 
Technical Schools, along with Doors + Hardware magazine and our industry newsletter, 

IndustryWatch. In addition, your membership will be good through June 30, 2018. 

Your Name Here!

* Valid for New Members Only
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Do You Qualify to Perform 
Inspections of Fire Door 

Assemblies According to 
NFPA 80?

By Ron Coté, P.E., FDAI

Reprinted with permission from NFPA Journal® (Vol. 111, #5) copyright © 2017, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA. All rights reserved. 
NFPA Journal® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA 02169.

Are  
You 

Sure? 
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Are fire door assemblies in your buildings being inspected? Are in-house 
facility staff performing the inspections? Do facility staff inspectors have the 
knowledge and understanding of the operating components of fire door 
assemblies to serve as the “qualified person” to perform the inspections, as 
required by NFPA 80, Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives? 

I’ll bet that many of you who work in jurisdictions 
that have adopted and are enforcing the 2009, 
2012, or 2015 edition of NFPA 101®, Life Safety 
Code®, are not aware that all fire door assemblies 
must be inspected and tested yearly. The require-
ment for inspection and testing is a result of NFPA 
101 mandating compliance with a standard, in 
this case NFPA 80. In the hierarchy of fire and 
life safety codes and standards, codes generally 
require elements and systems to be provided; 
standards generally provide the how-to for the 
design, installation, and maintenance of those 
elements and systems. 
NFPA 101 has required fire door assemblies to 
comply with NFPA 80 for more than 50 years. The 
2009 edition of NFPA 101 mandatorily references 
the use of the 2007 edition of NFPA 80, which was 
the first edition to require yearly inspection and 
testing of all fire door assemblies. NFPA 80, like 
other NFPA standards, has a retroactivity state-
ment in its administration chapter. The retroactiv-
ity statement explains that provisions of NFPA 80 
are permitted to be required of existing fire door 
assemblies where such requirement is specifically 
called out. The introduction to the chapter on care 
and maintenance—the chapter that contains the 
yearly inspection and testing criteria—states that 
the requirements of the chapter apply to new and 
existing fire door assemblies. 
New editions of NFPA 80 in 2010, 2013, and 2016 
fleshed out the requirements for yearly inspec-
tion and testing of fire door assemblies. For 
example, the inspection and testing is required 
to be performed by a qualified person with 
knowledge and understanding of the operating 
components of the type of assembly subject to 
testing. NFPA 80 defines a qualified person as 
“a person who, by possession of a recognized 
degree, certificate, professional standing, or skill, 
and who, by knowledge, training, and experi-
ence, has demonstrated the ability to deal with 
the subject matter, the work, or the project.” 

Late last year, after studying the definition of 
qualified person, I realized I did not have the 
requisite skills to perform inspection and testing 
of fire door assemblies to the degree of detail and 
completeness required by NFPA 80—for start-
ers, I didn’t know the differences between the 
door frame elements of face, rabbet, stop, soffit, 
throat, and jamb. I challenged myself to obtain 
that knowledge, and in so doing I set out on a 
path to learn what it might take for someone not 
working in the door and hardware field to learn 
what was needed to perform fire door assembly 
inspection and testing. 
I investigated courses offered by DHI and found 
a certification path that appealed to me, one 
based on credentialed volunteers sharing their 
knowledge in a classroom setting. The DHI cer-
tification program involves three courses total-
ing nine days of classroom learning: a two-day 
program and on-site written exam on codes and 
standards, including NFPA 80 and NFPA 101, 
the IBC–International Building Code, and ICC/ANSI 
A117.1–Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities; 
a four-day program and on-site written exam on 
applications of doors, frames, and hardware with 
time devoted to hands-on study of door hard-
ware; and a three-day program specific to fire 
door assembly inspection and testing—including 
hands-on field inspection of a variety of door 
openings—followed by a computer-based exam 
taken at a testing center. 
Participants who successfully complete the 
program and testing are awarded the fire door 
assembly inspector FDAI credential. The cer-
tification is one that should open doors for the 
credentialed individual. 
And by the way, I passed the final exam and 
received my FDAI certification. 

RON COTÉ, P.E., is NFPA Technical Services Lead for life 
safety.



Alisa M. Allen 
Architectural Hardware Technician 
Les Agences Robert Janvier Ltée, Ottawa, Ontario
Joseph Lesniak, DAHC Memorial Fund

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR  
AND HARDWARE INDUSTRY?

It was really random. I had my resume online, and received a call one day 
requesting an interview. It was for a position in door automation and 
security. I started as a technician, and was hooked at once. I have never 
looked at a door the same way since!

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF YOUR JOB?

I am part of an amazing team; I get to work on exciting projects; I learn 
something every day; and am always faced with new challenges. The 
most rewarding aspect about my job would be for all these reasons (and 
more!), I look forward to the next day.

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?

Snuggle with my cat, and binge watch Netflix. That, and yoga.

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSIDERING  
TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION?

Do it! I have learned so much from the instructors. They bring valuable 
knowledge and experience to the classroom. Because of my DHI educa-
tion, I bring more to my job. Each time I leave, I am re-inspired by just 
how exciting this industry can be. You get to meet new people and sup-
port one another while we all try to excel at our careers. It is worth it!

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER RECEIVED?

Listen more and talk less. No matter who you are talking to, if you just 
listen, you will learn something.

Scholarship Recipients

Meet Our 2017 
Door Security 
& Safety 
Foundation 
Scholarship 
Recipients! 
The Door Security & Safety Foundation 
Scholarship Program provides funds for 
individuals to attend courses offered 
by DHI. Since 1997, the Foundation has 
granted more than 200 scholarships. This 
scholarship program is intended for those 
seeking technical education from DHI or 
plan to achieve a DHI certification.

This past year, the Foundation  
had over 200 scholarship applicants! 

We are pleased to congratulate the  
2017 scholarship award winners:
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Ryan J. Coller, DHT
Estimator/Consultant, CP Distributors, Ltd., 
Calgary, Alberta 
Corbin Russwin/ASSA ABLOY in Memory of
Shirley Henry, AHC

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR JOB? 

Solving a customer’s problem that best fits their needs, 
design and budget is the best part of my job. Seeing the 
final product when it began as an idea has also been a 
rewarding experience and something I never tire of.

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?  

Outside work, I enjoy taking part in my sons’ extracur-
ricular activities. I have been involved as a Beaver Scout 
leader for the past six years and enjoy watching them play 
ice hockey, ball hockey, lacrosse and baseball.  

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO? 

Scott Suppes, AHC, hired me almost 20 years ago and I 
have benefitted from him introducing me to the industry 
and learning about various aspects of business. Allen 
Dormuth, AHC, showed me that being a doorknob 
salesman is cool and interesting.  Kevin Suppes taught 
me that as a distributor, we can offer anything for the 
right price and how to be a better poker player. All were 
instrumental in helping me learn not only about various 
aspects of the hardware industry, business, and dealing 
with customers, but also the importance of family and 
drinking good scotch. 

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSID-
ERING TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION? 

I always recommend colleagues take advantage of the 
many courses DHI offers to further their education and 
personal value. The DHI education I have received has not 
only increased my product knowledge but has allowed me 
to build relationships with others across North America.

Amanda-Leigh Bridges
Engineered Openings, Inc., Alto, Ga.   
Ceco Door/ASSA ABLOY in Honor of J.A.  
Burbridge, AHC

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE  
DOOR AND HARDWARE INDUSTRY? 

I was working long, hard hours as a veterinary technician 
at a local veterinary office. With a young family, my work/
home life wasn't where it should have been. I reached out to 
Debbie, the owner of EO, and it just so happens there was a 
job available! 

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF YOUR 
JOB? 

Seeing the finished building. I typically see the job from a 
scheduling standpoint. I love walking into a building we've 
supplied the hardware for and seeing the end result. 

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO? 

Debbie Purcell, AHC. The vast knowledge that she has 
acquired over the years is stunning to me. My hero is my 
grandmother. 

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSIDERING 
TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION? 

Go for it. Every class is worth it and will help you achieve 
your goals. Even if your ultimate goal is not being an AHC, 
the classes will help you advance within your career and 
make you a better detailer/scheduler. 

WHAT DOES “WORK/LIFE” BALANCE MEAN TO YOU? 

Simple – work hard, play hard. I make priorities in my work 
life and in my personal life and this helps make the most of 
both worlds. 

Tyler Austin
Senior Detailer, DHPace Company, Inc. 
Olathe, Kan. 
DHI Mo-Kan Chapter Memorial Scholarship

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND 
HARDWARE INDUSTRY? 

I have been in construction since high school and obtaining 
my construction management degree allowed me to 
work as in intern for a general contractor. After college I 
researched special industry areas of construction and found 
DH Pace. 

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR JOB? 

I get to work on $1 million-plus doors, frames, and hard-
ware packages that allow me to be involved in some of the 
major construction projects in the country. We have the job 
of being an important part of the construction project from 
dirt work to punch list and everywhere in between. 

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO? 

Steve Holden, AHC, made the door and hardware industry 
a reality for me. He had 30-plus years of experience and 
was a great person and teacher. He would explain an 
issue the same way, whether you were a 20-year vet or 
first year project manager. He showed me that even in 
this niche industry, you can be an invaluable asset to your 
company if you master your craft. 

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSID-
ERING TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION? 

Take any and all courses available to you as you never 
know what little items you will pick up in every class. I 
have left every DHI school with some sort of knowledge I 
didn’t have prior to, whether it be how to get something 
to a site quicker, to very detailed technical information 
about a specialized hardware item. 
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Kim Guthrie
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc. 
Auburn, Wash.  
BHMA in Memory of Adon H. Brownell, DAHC

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND  
HARDWARE INDUSTRY?
Growing up, most of my family was in the construction 
business, including my dad, who still is a residential 
contractor. I spent many summers helping him at the 
jobsite, doing everything from cleaning up to installing 
hinges and locksets. When my husband needed help in 
his business endeavor, it seemed only logical that I learn 
the business and work with him. 

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?
Nine holes of golf, when time allows! The golf course is 
quiet and peaceful, and I feel like I can get away from it 
all for a couple of hours.

GUILTY PLEASURE?
Game of Thrones

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO?
My husband, who has been an AHC since 1999 and in the 
construction industry for over 30 years. I am fortunate to 
be learning from one of the very best in the industry!  

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU'VE EVER 
RECEIVED?
"Measure twice, cut once!" Doing things right the first 
time is very important, as there is often not enough time 
to correct mistakes without negatively impacting the 
schedule.

Brett Davis
Rochester Colonial Manufacturing 
Rochester, N.Y.  
DH Pace in Memory of Steve Holden, AHC

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND  
HARDWARE INDUSTRY? 
I was recruited straight out of college. The dean of the 
architecture program knew my employer personally and 
recommended me for an available position.

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR JOB? 
Being able to collaborate with some of the industry’s 
most creative minds and skilled craftsmen. Working with 
these people on a daily basis is both inspirational and 
motivational to see what can be accomplished.

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS? 
I play ice hockey. It seems to work well to get any frustra-
tions out of my system.

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO?
Without a doubt, my dad. He taught me everything about 
the value of hard work, taking pride in what I do, and 
how to treat others around me. Without his guidance 
throughout my life, including up to this day, I wouldn’t be 
anywhere near as successful as I am.

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER 
RECEIVED? 
“You’re not smart enough to lie” – Stuart J. Axelrod

Brendan Kamps
jpw systems inc. 
Komoka, Ontario
Colorado Doorways in Memory of C.H. Johnson, DAHC

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND 
HARDWARE INDUSTRY?
I started in the industry as a project coordinator upon 
completion of my construction engineering diploma .

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR JOB?
Getting to see a difficult project completed.

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?
Usually it is golf depending on how I play, sometimes I 
think it actually adds to my stress level.

GUILTY PLEASURE?
Taco Bell

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO?
Paul Wraith, DAHC/EHC. He has always taught me to 
think outside the box and encouraged innovation when it 
comes to door hardware/access control.

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSID-
ERING TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION?
Pay attention and ask questions; some of the best discus-
sions come from asking questions.

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER 
RECEIVED?
Do not regret, just learn.

WHAT DOES “WORK/LIFE” BALANCE MEAN TO 
YOU?
Making decisions around where, who, and what you’re 
going to sacrifice, because you can’t do it all.

 

Scholarship Recipients
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Courtney Sheals
Estimator/Project Manager, Apex Industries  
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Danny L. Campbell Memorial Fund

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR  
AND HARDWARE INDUSTRY? 
I was hired at Apex Industries after completing my first 
year of architectural drafting. I worked part-time assisting 
the project managers with shop drawings and small quo-
tations. I fell in love with the industry and was thrilled at 
the opportunity to continue my career in estimating and 
project management.  

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS? 
Spending time with my kids. If I’ve had a rough day at 
work, all of the negative feelings seem to melt away 
when I see their smiling faces when I walk through the 
door. Our favorite weekend activity is unplugging and 
going camping! 

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO? 
My mom is my hero. She raised three kids as a single 
mother while maintaining a professional career. I’ve 
learned firsthand how difficult it is to raise children, go to 
school and maintain a career as a single mother and I am 
forever grateful for her. My mentor is Mark Vincent, CDC, 
FDAI, Apex Industries. 

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER RECEIVED? 
Take responsibility for your actions. It is much better to 
own up to your mistakes and find a solution, rather than 
make excuses and put the blame on others. 

WHAT DOES “WORK/LIFE” BALANCE MEAN TO YOU? 
I believe that to be truly happy, you have to love your 
career. I don’t dread waking up in the morning and going 
to work every day. However, family will always come first. 

(Scholarship recipients continued on next page)
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David “Andrew” Sikes
Estimator/Project Manager,  
Door and Hardware Specialties,  
Glen Allen, Va.
Sharon Ashton, AHC, FDAI, CDT Tribute Fund for 
Education – Old Dominion Chapter

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?
I enjoy watching movies at night before I go to bed.

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST PET PEEVE?
People who are rude and have no manners.

GUILTY PLEASURE?
Taco Bell

IF YOU WEREN’T A DOOR SECURITY AND SAFETY PRO-
FESSIONAL, WHAT WOULD YOU BE?
Cartoonist/Animator

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO?
John Lasseter, Chief Creative Officer of Pixar and Walt 
Disney Animation 

Michael Stretch
Evergreen Construction Specialties, Inc. 
Auburn, Wash.  
H. Stephen Bettge, DAHC, FDAI Education Tribute 
Fund - Puget Sound Chapter

IF YOU WEREN’T A DOOR SECURITY AND SAFETY 
PROFESSIONAL, WHAT WOULD YOU BE?
I would probably be a chef. I spent many years working 
in kitchens, and worked my way up from a dishwasher to 
a sous chef. 

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND 
HARDWARE INDUSTRY?
My family has been in this industry for as long as I can 
remember and I have been around it my whole life. One 
day a spot opened at Evergreen Construction and I went 
in for an interview; three and a half years later here I am. 

HOW DO YOU DE-STRESS?
Best way I have found to de-stress is hanging out with 
family and friends. They are always there to take my mind 
off things for a while. 

WHO IS YOUR MENTOR/HERO?
My mentor/hero has always been my father. He has 
always been there for me, no matter what; it does not 
matter if it was sports, hobbies, or even career paths, 
he has been behind me 100 percent through it all. He is 
someone I will always look up to.

WHAT WAS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER 
RECEIVED?
From my father, and he told me to never be average! To 
always give 110 percent in everything you do and to try 
to be the best person you can be. It is simple advice but 
something I have never forgotten.

Brian Wear
Sales, Doors, Inc. 
Davenport, Iowa 
Hager Companies Scholarship

HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE DOOR AND 
HARDWARE INDUSTRY? 
I moved out of my parents’ home when I was 19 to a new 
state. I got a job at a door and hardware distributor as 
delivery driver and quickly moved up through the ranks 
over the years into sales. 

WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING ASPECT OF 
YOUR JOB? 
When a customer says “Thank you for helping me get 
what I needed.” 

GUILTY PLEASURE? 
Pecan pie. It is my favorite kind of pie.

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO SOMEONE CONSID-
ERING TAKING DHI TECHNICAL EDUCATION? 
Take it seriously – it will help your career in every small 
way.

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER 
RECEIVED? 
Ask questions – do not be afraid to pick up the phone and 
call someone

WHAT DOES “WORK/LIFE” BALANCE MEAN TO 
YOU? 
It means being there for work, take care of those needs, 
while balancing time at home taking care of the needs of 
my wife and two kids—Kayleigh (age 7) and Ethan (age 
3). Sometimes this balance proves very difficult. 

(Scholarship recipients continued from page 39)
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© 2017 NFPA.ORG
NFPA TRAIN 101-80—0817

For more information, go to nfpa.org/101-80classroom
Call 1.800.344.3555

FREE WITH 
TRAINING:
• NFPA 101

• NFPA 80

• DSSF Guide to 
Annual Inspections 
of Swinging Fire 
Doors

• DSSF Field 
Reference Digest 
for Inspecting 
Swinging Fire 
Doors 

Help ensure fire door compliance in health care facilities. New NFPA® and Door Security and 
Safety Foundation (DSSF) training helps you understand fire door inspection regs resulting from 
CMS adoption of the 2012 edition of NFPA 101® Life Safety Code®.

Oct. 5 & Dec. 4, 2017
Quincy, MA

Oct. 30, 2017
Scottsdale, AZ

Dec. 14, 2017
Anaheim, CA

The U.S. Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS) adoption of 
the 2012 edition of NFPA 101: Life Safety 
Code requires that health care facility 
operators conduct a yearly inspection 
of fire door assemblies in accordance 
with NFPA 80: Standard for Fire Doors 
and Other Opening Protectives. Help 
ensure your facility is prepared for CMS 
audits by knowing how—and when—
you need to comply with NFPA 80 rules. 

Ideal for facility managers, building 
owners, consultants, and contractors, 
this one-day course addresses the door 
types encountered along the egress 
paths within a health care facility, the 
door locking means permitted, the 
eleven verification points required 
for the yearly inspection of swinging 
fire door assemblies, and addresses 

the knowledge and skills required to 
perform the inspection and testing 
in accordance with NFPA 80. You’ll 
leave with the knowledge required to 
help ensure your facility’s fire doors 
are in compliance with the new CMS 
mandates, and to assist your staff in 
knowing exactly what CMS surveyors 
will request during audits. 

Upon completion of this course you 
should be able to:

• Judge the adequacy of door type for  
each common health care occupancy 
wall opening in accordance with  
NFPA 101

• Apply inspection, testing, and 
maintenance provisions for fire door 
assemblies in accordance with  
NFPA 80

NFPA 101® AND NFPA 80 
FIRE DOOR INSPECTION 
FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 
1-Day Classroom Training 
for Facility Personnel

NFPA® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association®, 
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA. For purposes and limitations of NFPA codes and standards, see Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning NFPA Documents at nfpa.org/disclaimers

FIRE DOORS
DON’T STOP FIRES

WITHOUT YOU.
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If you haven’t had the 
opportunity to participate 
in DHI education yet,  
come see for yourself!
Email us at education@dhi.org and we will be happy to help you create a personalized 
education plan. It will be the best investment you can make in your future as a door 
security + safety professional!

“I am always amazed at how much information and knowledge I leave DHI with 
after one of my classes. The content is thorough and relevant, and the instructors 
are always eager to elaborate and share.”  — From an AHC207 student

OUR INSTRUCTORS ARE THE  
BEST IN THE INDUSTRY!

FUTURE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
April 8–15, 2018
National Conference Center
Lansdowne, VA

May 28–June 2, 2018
DHI Canada Spring Technical School 
Montreal Education

Your Career, Our Commitment

DHI CANADA FALL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
NOVEMBER 6–10, 2017 • SHERATON CAVALIER HOTEL • CALGARY AB

MONDAY
11/6

TUESDAY
11/7

WEDNESDAY
11/8

THURSDAY
11/9

FRIDAY
11/10

COR117 Door, Frame, and Architectural Hardware Applications AHC200  Masterkeying

COR160 Material 
Purchasing Concepts

CDC300 Using Door  
and Frame Standards CDC305 Detailing Doors & Frames

AHC205 Detailing Hardware

COR147 Introduction to Specification Writing COR153 Installation Coordination & Project Management

COR140 Using Codes & Standards COR125 Takeoff & Estimating

DAI600 Fire & Egress Door Assembly Inspection ELT540C Canadian Codes  
& Standards

AHC220 AHC Exam Prep

DAI600: FIRE AND EGRESS DOOR ASSEMBLY INSPECTION CLASS
Dec. 5–7, 2017
DHI
Chantilly, VA
In-Person Course – 24 Hours – 72 CEP Points

Do not miss this opportunity! This training is open to all who have the prerequisite knowledge or have successfully completed 
the recommended coursework of door, frame, and hardware applications, and applicable codes and standards. 

Special discounts for DHI members and employees of DHI corporate members will be offered.

Students of this course are recommended to have completed two specific DHI courses or have comparable knowledge or experience: 
COR117- Door, Frame, and Architectural Hardware Applications, and COR140 – Using Codes and Standards.

After completing the DAI600 course, students may then register to take the FDAI certification computerized exam through Kryterion  
Testing Services at their convenience. Upon successful completion of DAI600 and the exam, students will receive the credentials FDAI – 
Fire and Egress Door Assembly Inspector.

For more information or to register, call Hanne Sevachko at 703.766.7034 or email hsevachko@dhi.org.
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Achievements

CONGRATULATIONS ON ACHIEVING YOUR AHC CERTIFICATION!
The Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC) has advanced mechanical and electrified hardware product and code 
application knowledge and expertise. The AHC is a legacy certification that was established in 1940. 

Allen M. DeBoer, AHC
Door Opening Consultant, ASSA ABLOY

Number of years at current company:  
9 months

Number of years in the industry: 21 years

Travis M. Wheeler, AHC
Architectural Consultant, ASSA ABLOY

Number of years at current company: 1
Number of years in the industry: 15 

Mentors you would like to recognize:  
John Ryerson, AHC 

Haydar Yasir, AHC
Technical Manager, Bin Ghurair Trading

Number of years at current company: 5
Number of years in the industry: 5 

Mentors you would like to recognize:  
I would like to show my gratitude to my 
family and colleagues for their support. “No 
pain, no gain!”
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Congratulations to the 
following door security 
and safety professionals 
who have received 
credentials, certifications 
and certificates since  
May 2017:



DOOR + HARDWARE TECHNICIAN (DHT): 
The Level Two DHT is earned by demonstrating the competence to provide product and code application, detailing, 
estimating, and project management skills on projects with an intermediate level of complexity of occupancy type. 

Nathan Burkhardt, DHT

Ann E. Burns, DHT, FDAI

Steve Carrell, DHT

Paul Clelland, DHT

Ryan J. Coller, DHT

Richard Costa, DHT, FDAI

Deborah B. Cox, DHT

Ken S. Diener, DHT

Jean-Francois Dumas, DHT

Ken A. Durrant, DHT

Allison Guenther, DHT

Joshua Hallgren, DHT, FDAI

Heather Hedrick, DHT

Allen G. Huguley, DHT

Shawn P. Laubach, DHT

Craig S. Luhr, DHT, FDAI

Jonathan McKinney, DHT

Jerrilyn O'Brien, DHT

Stephen Peterman, DHT

Janice M. Petersen, DHT

Joyce H. Pinnow, DHT

David E. Robel, DHT

Jared M. Schidlowsky, DHT

Lesley B. Seetram, DHT

Peter M. Sovenko, DHT

Thamer Tahat, DHT

Matt Therrien, DHT

Katelyn N. Walker, DHT

Anne A. Williams, DHT

FIRE + EGRESS DOOR ASSEMBLY INSPECTOR (FDAI):
The FDAI program is a four-part program combining education, certification, risk management, and advocacy. 
Students are provided with door, frame and hardware product and application knowledge. After passing the DAI 
600 class exam, students may conduct fire door inspections.

Bahadir Fatih Alay, FDAI

Donald R. Baillargeon, FDAI

Rich Balach, FDAI

Erin Banks, FDAI

Faouzi Ben Khafed, FDAI

Paul Bockert, FDAI

Ryan Buford, FDAI

Sahul Cardenas, FDAI

Brett Cary, FDAI

Timothy R. Colby, AHC, FDAI

Tim Combs, FDAI

Ron Cote, FDAI

Ron Couch, AHC, FDAI

Jason Doetch, FDAI

Michael Lynn Dover, FDAI

Carl Erickson, FDAI

Joseph A. Glaski, FDAI

Wesley A. Gravesen, FDAI

John A. Hamilton, DHT, AHC/EHC, FDAI

David Lachapelle, FDAI

Eric D. Laidlaw, FDAI

Marshal Lutheran, FDAI

Kevin Mock, FDAI

Clayton Nunweiler, FDAI

Arun C. Prabhu, FDAI

VNS Prasad, FDAI

Curt Raap, FDAI

Erik Redding, FDAI

Jhacson Saavedra, FDAI

Djoko S. Seputro, FDAI

Stephanie Winn, FDAI

Mark A. Woleslagle, FDAI

DOOR + HARDWARE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATE (DHIA) CERTIFICATE:
The DHIA certificate recognizes individuals who have achieved a basic technical understanding of product  
and code applications. Recipients have completed two online, self-paced classes and passed the exams.

Aaron Adams

Daniel R. Ahner

Nawras Al-Azzawi

Bahadir Fatih Alay, FDAI

Mohammad Yousef Ali

Ernesto Alvarez, Jr.

Lee Anstead

Sergio Argueta

Kenneth Aron

Miras Nismi Athem Lebbe

Tyler Austin

Josh Bacon

William Badge

Farah Baig

Rich Balach, FDAI

Jeffrey A. Beckmann

Dorian Beharic

Katie Bell

Faouzi Ben Khafed, FDAI

Devin Bettorf

Bryan Boggs

Donald Bowers

Derek Brodeur

Danjuma Adamu Buba

Brandon Buchanan

Andrew Buyalos
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Eddie Byrd

Brittany Cahall

Jennifer R. Caldwell

Thomas Doug Carter

Brett Cary, FDAI

Joshua R. Cavalier

Kenny L. Chancey Jr.

Peter Choke, III

Jared Clay

Matthew E. Coddington

Hal Cohen

Tim Combs, FDAI

Steven Compiani

Kevin Conine

Kevin Cox

Steven S. Crafton

Aaron Creces

John I. Cresswell

Timothy Peter Crowley

Gabriel A. Cunningham

Roscoe Curry

Chip Cutts

Jack George Daoud

Glen I. Davies

Tina Davila

Casey Davis

Elijah James Davis

Gwendolyn Davis

Brent De Riszner

Randy Decker

Kevin D. DeJarnette

John DeMarco

Christopher DeZarn

Brent Dickerson

Chad Diemel

Jason Eric Drumm

Jean-Francois Dumas, DHT

Chris Dyck

Thomas Harold Elderkin Jr.

Rachael L. Elmore

Arthur Espinoza

Thomas L. Farzetta

William A. Fernambucq

Karen Figueroa

John M. Flora, FDAI

Joseph Raymond Flynn

Michael Foster

Charles C. Fragassi

Steven Gabbard

James D. Gammon

Jillian Gile

Bob Gose

Maria Graves

Nicole Gray

Tyler Green

Thomas J. Guevarra

Eric Guldner

Simona Hamilton

Joshua James Harbolt

Kevon A. Harding

Michael Harrington

William T. Haverkampf

Justin Hawco

B Heacox

Andrea D. Heise

Drew Helenihi

Camron Holloway

Shannon Hom

Tim Homa

Jung-eun Sarah Hong

Robert Hooper

Michelle Horner

John R. Hoyt

Alissa Hunnicutt

Sanda Iliescu

Cameron Iseri

Aaron Jerome

Nick P. Johnson

Joanna Jones

Derek Jongsma

Nicole Elise Jungbauer

Joe W. Juranko

Riyasudeen Kamaludeen

Hilmy Kariapper

Robert F. Keefe

Kyle Kenyon

Ali Kerem

Walid M. Khaffed

Faisaluddin Khawaja

Ernest G. Knoblock

Richard Knowles

Ben G. Kulp

Christian Kurbanali

Michael Landry

Moses Lefkowitz

Marina Lehner

Tylyn Marie Leigh

Caleb Lewis

Bilal Asghar Lodhra

Chris LoGuidice

Michaela Marie Loughran-Slinkard

Kenneth Lozada, II

Charlotte Lucey

Craig S. Luhr, DHT, FDAI

Steve Majors

Steve Marek

Nathaniel D. Martin

Ron Martinez, DHT

Jessy Mathieu

Daniel Cole Mattioda

Mitchell McDaniel

Adam McDonald

Jonathan McKinney, DHT

Gary McNeice

Amanda McNew

Amy Misik

Scott Molineaux

Tyler Morgan

James William Moss III

Anthony Munoz

Christopher L. Munson

Teddy Nall

Debby Nelson

Jim Neve

Cody Nichols

Zach O'Hanlon

David Hugh O'Neill

Jason O'Neill

Michael Raymond Olmo

Mike Osborn

Nicole L. Page

Gradi Parkin

James Paterson

Richard S. Patrick

Brian J. Pelletier

Arun C. Prabhu, FDAI

VNS Prasad, FDAI

Adam Quigley

Ashraf Nawaz Qureshi

Anthony Ramirez

Abby Reese
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Patented 36”(914 mm) tall 
x 6”(152 mm) wide switch 
with 2.5” (64 mm) center 

activating column

Hard-wire or wireless option

Can be wall- or 
bollard-mounted

CUSTOM 
BOLLARD POSTS
Finishes: Stainless Steel, 
Anodized Aluminum, and 

Mill Aluminum to be 
painted or powder coated

Design flexibility allows 
for mounting of intercoms, 

card readers, and more

STANDARD
Standard 6”(152 mm) 

square and round; 
other sizes available 

AUTOMATIC DOOR ACTIVATION SOLUTIONS

Part #
I36-3 Clear 

Anodized 
Aluminum

(628) 

Part #
BPS SM-INGR DB

with I36-5
Dark Bronze Anodized 

Aluminum (710)
Shown on Bollard

877.421.9490
sales@wikk.com
www.wikk.com

The
INGRESS’R®

EXCLUSIVE

CREATE

RELIABLE SWITCHES,
MOUNTS 

& ACCESSORIES

The contoured profile of the
INGRESS’R® allows activation from 

any approach and height level.

FEATURING

868 
Mhz
Transmitter
and Receiver 

View our website to design a custom bollard using our bollard
checklist for square, round, rectangular and triangular bollards.

Kim Richeson

Sherri E. Ritzert

Tradd Robinson

Gary Rogers

Virginia Salas

Corey R. Sebesta

Courtney Sheals

Silcy Simon

Keira A. Simonson

James L. Slemmons

Rachael A. Slone

Andrew D. Smith

Yasmeen Smith

Katrina Smithey

John Snair

Rene Solivan

Jazi Solomon

Gregory Paul Sousa

Kirby James Southard

Jeff Speicher

Jason Sprague

Brian Keith Staples, Jr.

James Strozier

Danielle Kate Sumpman

Shannon Marie Swicegood

Spencer Symons

Wendy Taylor

Sallie R. Teal

Courtney L. Terral

Travis Thaemert

Matt Therrien, DHT

Ryan Thompson

Steve Thompson

Mark Thornton

Jordana Tkachuk

Alexis Tule

Andrew Tymeson

Ashley Van De Ven

Charlie P. VanGerven

Nick A. Villescas

Brett Wagner

Nathan Douglas Ward

Neil Waters

Michael L. Watts

Michael K. Weeks

Hannah Weil

Terry Weiler

Robert Weist, Jr.

Mike Wickens

Philip C. Wilkinson

Tara L. Williams

Theodore Wilson

Donald Wolfer, III

Michael D. Wooten

Yoki Yang

Franco Zaccagnini

Piera Zammataro

John Zenz

Gabriel Zuniga

For more information on DHI education, 
certifications, credentials and certificates, 
contact education@dhi.org.
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DHI’S LEGACY CERTIFICATIONS

DHI’S NEXT EVOLUTION  
CREDENTIALS +  
CERTIFICATIONS
The changing dynamics of the building construction environment, as well as the door and hardware industry, and the evolving needs  
of our members and stakeholders of the construction community, prompted the development of the next evolution of DHI’s credentials 

varying levels of knowledge and skills on all door, frame, hardware, and electronic access control products, at varying stages of one’s 
education, work experience, and career.

throughout the door and hardware industry and within the 
architectural design community as hallmarks of technical 
expertise in all aspects of life safety and security involving 
doors and hardware, developed over the 75 years of its legacy.

These marks of excellence attest to the high principles of the 

provide sound technical advice and counsel to architects, contractors,  

They have demonstrated their incomparable understanding of 
door, frame, hardware, and electronic access control products 
and their applications, as well as myriad applicable building 
codes and product standards, by successfully completing 

They have prepared for the exams with countless hours of both 
formal study and real life experiences gained over years of 
honing their knowledge and skills to ensure the security and 
safety of countless buildings and their occupants.

DHT  Door + Hardware Technician
This credential is earned by demonstrating the competence to provide product and code application, 
detailing, estimating, and project management skills on projects with an intermediate level of  

competence to assist contractors and building owners with basic construction project issues.

DHC  Door + Hardware Consultant

DHSC 

construction projects and existing facility renovations.

ACSC  Access Control System Consultant

systems, as well as supply doors and hardware, and provide trade coordination of EAC systems on  
larger projects. 

FDAI  Fire Door Assembly Inspector
Fire Door Assembly Inspectors are credentialed individuals who have been trained to visually inspect  

Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives, and NFPA 101, Life Safety Code®. They possess 
an intermediate level of understanding of door, frame, and hardware products and applications and 
applicable code familiarity to conduct inspections. In addition to performing inspections, they create 
authorized inspection reports for building owners and can recommend corrective actions necessary  
for compliance with NFPA 80 and NFPA 101 inspection requirements.

+

+

+

DHI’S CREDENTIALS +  
CERTIFICATIONS GUIDE

AHC  Architectural Hardware Consultant
Established in 1940, the AHC—Architectural 
Hardware Consultant—has advanced 

and code application knowledge and expertise, 
with an intermediate level of knowledge of doors and frames, along 

and complex projects and existing facility renovations. They are 

hardware requirements for door openings in all types of public, 
commercial, industrial and institutional buildings. AHCs coordinate 
thousands of hardware products and options to ensure door openings 

requirements and that they function properly throughout the  
life of the building.

AOC  Architectural Opening Consultant
AOC—Architectural Opening Consultants—  
are individuals who have attained AHC, CDC 

mastered all facets of the commercial door and 
hardware industry and exemplify the highest standards of expertise 
and professionalism.

CDC 

Consultant—has advanced door and frame 
product and code application knowledge 

and estimate doors and frames for large and complex projects and 
existing facility renovations. They are trained in the construction 
and application of standard and custom steel doors and frames, 
architectural wood doors and aluminum doors and frames. They are  

code requirements for all types of buildings.

EHC 

 
hardware product and code application knowledge 
and expertise, with an understanding of electronic 

access control systems. They specialize in the coordination of 
architectural door openings with the increased security needs of 
public buildings in today’s society. EHCs are experts at interfacing 

For additional information, please contact  
DHI at 703.222.2010 or go to www.dhi.org.
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life of the building.

AOC  Architectural Opening Consultant
AOC—Architectural Opening Consultants—  
are individuals who have attained AHC, CDC 

mastered all facets of the commercial door and 
hardware industry and exemplify the highest standards of expertise 
and professionalism.

CDC 

Consultant—has advanced door and frame 
product and code application knowledge 

and estimate doors and frames for large and complex projects and 
existing facility renovations. They are trained in the construction 
and application of standard and custom steel doors and frames, 
architectural wood doors and aluminum doors and frames. They are  

code requirements for all types of buildings.

EHC 

 
hardware product and code application knowledge 
and expertise, with an understanding of electronic 

access control systems. They specialize in the coordination of 
architectural door openings with the increased security needs of 
public buildings in today’s society. EHCs are experts at interfacing 

For additional information, please contact  
DHI at 703.222.2010 or go to www.dhi.org.

 



A panel of school security experts including 
representatives from the Door Security & Safety 
Foundation (DSSF) discussed the use of bar-
ricade devices in schools and the unintended 
consequences they present during a Sept. 21 
radio interview.
The Foundation partnered with The School 
Superintendents Association (AASA) to spon-
sor the discussion on EduTalk radio, hosted by 
Larry Jacobs. 
Participants were Jerry Heppes, Sr., CAE, CEO, 
Door Security & Safety Foundation; Guy Grace, 
director of security and emergency planning, 
Littleton Public Schools; Brian Geraci, Maryland 
State Fire Marshal, board of directors for the 
National Association of State Fire Marshals; and 
Laura Frye, AHC, CSI, CCS, FDAI, technical 
director, Door Security & Safety Foundation. 
Heppes was asked to explain the role of the 
Foundation and its campaign, Opening the Door 
to School Safety, launched in 2016. 
“We understand how important safety is to the 
school community,” Heppes said. “Our mem-
bers design and build door openings that ad-
dress a variety of scenarios. Openings can also 
be misused. Our industry takes that responsi-
bility seriously. We understand what is at stake 
if the door opening is not equipped to handle 
each of those scenarios—lives can be lost.”

That’s what motivated our industry to launch 
the DSSF, Heppes said, to “focus on awareness 
and education for building design communities, 
code officials, code authorities, and those who 
manage facilities on a daily basis—supported 
by an industry that really understands that 
critical role in every building, every day.”
Heppes added that our industry understands 
that doors are taken for granted. “If they work 
fine, we don’t think twice about them. Where we 
as an industry get serious about doors is when 
there’s a situation where a doorway needs to pro-
vide egress or a scenario where there’s a fire.”
“For example, during a fire, that door has to be 
used for egress but in the event of a classroom 
fire, the door is no longer just about egress but 
becomes a fire door barrier because you don’t 
want the fire to spread. First responders want 
to make sure they are safe and the fire hasn’t 
breached the fire door. In this scenario, we want 
the door to become a fire barrier.”
Geraci said he shares the same concerns as the 
Foundation regarding barricade devices used on 
doors. “We’ve had these devices evaluated by 
our SWAT teams—they didn’t like them because 
the devices provided a barrier for them as well.”
Grace, whose school district had an active 
shooter situation in 2013, called the devices “a 
useless reactionary deployment of equipment.” 

Expert Panel Discusses Use of 
Barricade Devices in Schools
Foundation, AASA Partner on Radio Program
By Denise Gable
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“What we should be focusing on in 
school safety is empowering students 
and staff to respond to violent situa-
tions that may take place at school or 
anywhere else,” he said. “What I wor-
ry about is when we put barricades 
(devices) up, we lose our dynamics 
to escape to respond to the situation. 
Sometimes there are co-conspirators 
in the room; now you’ve locked an-
other threat in the room and lost that 
option to get out of the facility.”
Grace recommended that schools 
be educated and trained on “op-
tions-based lockdown,” recommend-
ed by the National Association of 
School Psychologists and National 
Association of School Resource 
Officers. 
“Focus on implementing protocol 
designed to empower staff and stu-
dents to respond, both in and out of 
schools. That’s what’s going to save 
lives,” he added.
Heppes explained that the Foundation’s 
microsite—lockdontblock.org—was 
established specifically for the school 
communities to provide a variety of 
resources and tools they can use to 
understand and become educated about 
the unintended consequences of barri-
cade devices.
“We wanted to create a site dedicat-
ed to providing statistics, solutions, 
white paper, stat sheets, classroom 
assessment guides, etc.  Part of the 
solution is getting familiar with the 
opening so people know to respond 
in a high-stress scenario. We take 
doors for granted, and we don’t want 
that, because doors are part of the 
solution,” Heppes said.
“At the end of the day, let the codes 
dictate the use of these devices,” 

Heppes said. “These devices are not 
code-compliant, and that’s why we 
have dedicated our time to this issue. 
School superintendents are critical 
decision makers in these decisions.”
Heppes also noted the Foundation’s 
website, doorsecuritysafety.org,  
lockdontblock.org, and DHI’s web-
site, dhi.org, have links to find door 
security and safety professionals who 
are experts that can ensure codes and 
critical standards are being met in 
schools.
Geraci said that other state fire mar-
shals are facing the same challenges 
with barricade devices. “Once we 
educate administrators and super-
intendents, they understand where 
we are coming from. Clearly these 
devices are not compliant throughout 
the country.”
Grace said the state of Colorado is 
focusing on locks. 
“Our state legislatures have said all 
locks will be compliant to be locked 
from the inside—a lot of doors have 
double locks on both sides. The focus 
is getting funding to get lockdown 
friendly locks in all schools. The 
average age of a school building is 54 
years of age, so school districts are 
struggling with funding a push but-
ton lock that can fit these doors that’s 
easier to operate by kids and teachers 
from inside the classroom,” he said.
“Having a good lock on the door 
will save lives. Focus on the simple 
things—a push button lock and 
option-based lockdown practices are 
the way to go. This will empower the 
teacher to teach, students to learn and 
parents not to worry about their kids 
at school.” 

#LockDontBlock
Visit www.lockdontblock.org to 
listen to the full interview and access 
additional resources such as tool 
kits, white papers, and a classroom 
assessment guide, to share with your 
customers and community. Follow us 
on Facebook and Twitter where we 
are continuing our awareness efforts. 
Please continue to watch, share, and 
give to support this campaign. 

New Facebook Campaign
DSSF has launched a new Facebook 
campaign with a series of info-
graphics projected to reach 100,000 
school administrators across North 
America. This series will last through 
year-end. You can find the info-
graphics and details on our Facebook 
page @DSSFO and we encourage you 
to like us and share these posts with 
your customers and communities.

FDAIs Teach Healthcare 
Facilities New Fire Door 
Inspection Requirements 
The Foundation offers education for 
healthcare facility personnel who 
need to learn more about the new 
fire door inspection requirements. 
These classes are taught by FDAIs 
across North America. These FDAIs 
not only provide this education to 
current their customers, but use it 
as a way to engage potential cus-
tomers as well. If you are an FDAI 
interested in this exclusive Education 
Advocate opportunity, contact 
Sharon Newport at snewport@dhi.
org. You can learn more about the 
Foundation’s education offerings by 
going to www.doorsecuritysafety.org 
and looking under Education.

FOUNDATION  
UPDATES
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PROTECTION 
  PLATES 
  ON FIRE DOORS

By Lori Greene, DAHC/CDC, FDAI, FDHI, CCPR

For such a simple piece of hardware, protection 
plates installed on fire doors have caused more 
than their fair share of trouble, particularly in 
health care facilities. Several editions of NFPA 
80 – Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening 
Protectives, have included varying requirements 
for field-installed and factory-installed plates, 
and a change was made to the 2016 edition of the 
standard that will impact these requirements 
going forward.  
A protection plate may be a kick plate, stretcher 
plate, or armor plate, installed to protect the face 
of the door from damage due to traffic and abuse. 
NFPA 80 defines a door protection plate as “protec-
tive material applied to the face of a door and generally 
made of approximately 0.05 in. (1.2 mm) thick brass, 
bronze, aluminum, or stainless steel or 1/8 in. (3.2 mm) 
thick laminated plastic.” Protection plates are one 
of the items of surface-mounted hardware that is 
allowed by NFPA 80 to be installed as a job-site 
preparation, since the installation only requires 
small holes in the face of the door.
Most of the questions and problems regarding 
protection plates are related to the labels that are 
required for some plates, depending on their loca-
tion on the door. Plates that are mounted within 

the bottom 16 inches of the door height are not 
required to bear a label stating that they are listed 
for use on a fire door assembly. Most kick plates 
are mounted within this portion of the door and 
do not require a label.
Armor plates typically extend above the 16-inch 
mark, and stretcher plates are mounted in the 
location where a hospital stretcher, gurney, or bed 
would contact the door. Prior to the 2016 edition, 
NFPA 80 required these plates to be labeled and 
installed in accordance with their listing when 
the plates were installed in the field. If plates were 
factory-installed (including plates installed under 
label service in a distributor’s shop), the plates 
were not required to be labeled as long as they 
were installed in accordance with the listing of 
the fire door.
The problem with installing non-labeled plates in 
the factory or shop is that once the doors arrive in 
the field with factory-installed plates extending 
above 16 inches, there is no way for a fire door 
assembly inspector or accreditation surveyor to 
know whether the plate was field-installed and 
is missing the required label, or was factory-in-
stalled and does not need a label.  Because of this, 
non-labeled plates on fire doors have often been 
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replaced with labeled plates in the field. Existing 
plates may also be inspected by a listing laborato-
ry and labeled in the field if found to be compli-
ant, but both of these solutions can be costly.
The 2016 edition of NFPA 80 still allows non-la-
beled plates mounted within 16 inches above the 
bottom of the door, but plates that are mounted 
or extend above the 16-inch mark are required to 
be labeled. This applies to both factory-installed 
plates and plates that are field-installed. In both 
cases, the plates must be in accordance with the 
listings of the door manufacturer. 
For example, a door manufacturer’s listings may 
allow a plate up to 48 inches high, on one or both 
sides of the door. The listings may also specify the 
type of material that is allowed, and may require 
a certain type of fasteners or adhesive to be used. 
In some cases, the door manufacturer’s listings 
may allow either labeled or non-labeled plates 
to be installed, but to comply with NFPA 80, the 
plates must be labeled if extending above the 
bottom 16 inches of door height.
NFPA 101 – The Life Safety Code® includes several 
requirements related to protective plates in the 
health care chapters – Chapter 18 for new health 
care occupancies and Chapter 19 for existing 
health care occupancies.  For non-fire-rated doors 
in corridor walls and smoke barriers, NFPA 101 
allows non-labeled protective plates, factory- or 
field-installed, with no limitation on the height of 
the plate (prior to the 2006 edition of NFPA 101, 

these plates were limited to 48 inches high). The 
doors addressed by these sections of the code—
often cross-corridor double-egress pairs and 
corridor doors leading to patient rooms, offices, 
and other rooms that do not require a fire separa-
tion—are not required to be fire doors and do not 
have to comply with NFPA 80. 
Doors that do require a fire rating (for example, 
stairwell doors) are required to have labeled plates 
if the plates extend above the bottom 16 inches of 
door height. While there is an exception in NFPA 
101 that allows non-labeled plates up to 48 inches 
high on fire doors leading to hazardous areas 
in existing health care facilities, the non-labeled 
plates would have to pre-date the requirements 
for labeled plates. In other words, if the codes and 
standards required labeled armor plates when the 
facility was new, the exception allowing non-la-
beled plates in existing buildings would not apply.
The requirements regarding protection plates on 
fire doors are based on concerns that larger plates 
or plates installed higher on the door could affect 
the performance of the door during a fire. That’s 
why it is important to coordinate the labeling 
requirements for the protection plates with the 
listing procedures of the door manufacturer. If the 
manufacturer of the plate can label a plate that is 
60 inches high, but the door manufacturer’s list-
ings only allow a plate that that is a maximum of 
48 inches above the bottom of the door, the restric-
tions of the door manufacturer are more stringent 
and would be the deciding factor.  
For more information about protection plates on 
fire doors, consult NFPA 80, the manufacturers’ 
listings, or discuss the requirements with the 
Authority Having Jurisdiction. 

LORI GREENE, DAHC/CDC, FDAI, 
FDHI, CCPR, is the Manager of Codes 
and Resources for Allegion. She can be 
reached at Lori.Greene@allegion.com 
or iDigHardware.com.

The 2016 edition of NFPA 80 still allows 
non-labeled plates mounted within  
16 inches above the bottom of the door, 
but plates that are mounted or extend 
above the 16-inch mark are required to 
be labeled.
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Head Scratching
By Mark J. Berger

Real Openings

This month will include a collection of photos that make me scratch my head. 
I’m sure some of you will recognize some of this craziness. Please keep your 
phones at hand and send in your head scratching photos as well.

 CLEAN HANDS BEFORE EXITING
I will confess I’m not much of a germaphobe, so I never 
thought that touching an exit device could transmit 
something to my hands that I wouldn’t necessarily 
want on them. So, if I thought about it, we have 
sanitizer dispensers near restroom exits, and we hope 
everyone has actually washed their hands before they 
use that door hardware. There are even signs telling 
people to wash their hands. 

There aren’t any sinks or signs near exit doors, so a 
sanitizer dispenser makes sense, but not right in front 
of the doors.

 NOT AN EXIT 
There’s a very legitimate question about whether an exit device should ever 
be used on a non-exit door. Exit devices are ubiquitous and it is natural for 
anyone in danger to associate an exit device with a safe path to exit. It’s one 
of the reasons we also struggle with delayed egress, from a non-fire life safety 
point of view.

With that in mind, why would you shell out the extra dollars for an exit device 
if you are also going to shell out more money for a sign stating it is not an exit 
and the reason why?

 DO NOT EXIT OR ENTER
Our first “Not an Exit” is on a relatively new door. Here we have an exit device 
that is probably older than DHI and its predecessors, the National Builders 
Hardware Association and the American Society of Architectural Hardware 
Consultants. The space has been renovated and adjusted many times. It is 
a former hotel, which became a dormitory and recently added first floor 
classrooms. There is a clear exit sign pointing away from this door, but still… 
why keep an exit device on a non-exit door?
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 UNRULY 
CUSTOMER 
This is pure genius. 
You are running a 
store and a customer 
is particularly annoying, 
monopolizing your time, keeping you from having a 
successful day. What to do? Wait for the customer to 
ask to use the restroom and then lock ‘em in. What 
else could this be?

PADLOCKED 
There are many exit 
devices out there. 
You have to be 
very responsible to 
order ones reading 
“Caution Stairs,” 
including braille. 
Why would you 
then allow someone 
to add a hasp and 
padlock to the door?

 DOUBLE HOLD
I really never saw two door stops on the same door, side by side, like soldiers. 
If anyone sees a triple, send it in.

 CHAIR STORAGE
No, no, no. Stop, stop, stop. The signage is clear. And if you missed the first 
sign, there’s a second one. How could they not know not to block this path?
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The images shown here are 
not intended to reflect upon 
any specific manufacturer or 
products but are intended to 
help build awareness around 
the everyday code violations 
that occur in buildings over 
time, despite our members’ best 
efforts to provide solutions to 
secure the life safety and security 
of the building occupants.

MARK BERGER is the President 
and Chief Product Officer of 
Securitech Group, as well as DHI 
President-Elect and Chair of the 
Builders Hardware Manufacturers 
Association Codes & Government 
Affairs Committee. All “Real 
Openings” photos have been 
taken in public spaces with the 
goal of highlighting the prevalence 
of code violations and the need for 
vigilance to save lives. If you see 
something, say something.

 HAZARDOUS EXIT (LEFT)
Doors in the means of egress are there for safe exiting. You shouldn’t have to 
fear anything clunking you on the head on the way out. One electromagnetic 
lock is already gone, as is the exit device from that door, with the top latch as 
the last remnant that this was once a functioning exit door. 

 UP THE STAIRS (RIGHT)
This restaurant has a secondary exit, accessible through the arched opening 
from the restaurant and right up from the stairs. It’s a tricky exit to miss, as 
the restaurant entrance is right on the other side of the arched opening. So 
I wonder why this second exit exists, but regardless, the signage is there, so 
there shouldn’t be a plant and sign board on the outside of the door. Nor 
should there be a deadbolt and turnpiece on the door. Come to think of it, an 
exit device would be nice on a door marked “Exit.” 

 OUTSWING ONLY
These levers are only sold for use on outswing doors. Says so, right on the 
package.

 WHERE’S MY ROD?
How not to add access control. First, 
don’t remove the top rod to an exit 
device. Second, don’t add an electronic 
deadbolt. And please, stop painting over 
labels on doors and frames and using wedges to hold 
doors open.
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POWERFUL SOLUTIONS WHEN  
YOU NEED HARDWARE IN A HURRY.
Since 1960, Akron Hardware has supplied the builder’s hardware industry with quality brands and unmatched customer service. 
Now, with five distribution centers located in Ohio, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas, and 85 sales and support staff 
members, we remain dedicated to your total satisfaction. Through our daily conversations, we’ve come to know our customers  
and the hardware products they need. Call today, and get the right answer, right away.

What started out as stocking just a handful of lines, Akron Hardware now carries the full range of products from ASSA ABLOY, 
Allegion, Hager, dormakaba, ACSI, Kwikset and Baldwin. And, they get to you fast!  Call before 5 p.m. and your orders will  
ship today.

While Akron Hardware embraces technology, we don’t forget the importance of building relationships. Our websites –  
www.akronhardware.com, and our ecommerce site, AKRONLINE, are designed to make your experience with Akron Hardware  
even better.  We want our customers to be comfortable doing everything they would do over the phone – anytime, anywhere.  
Place orders, check their account, get tracking info, but at a time and place that works for best for you. 

The core principles that Joe Orihel and Roger Judy founded  
their business on decades ago, are still intact today. 

When you need quality hardware products in a hurry, Akron Hardware  
is equipped to provide you with a better wholesale experience.

ADVERTISER 
PROFILE

Akron Hardware
800.321.9602
www.akronhardware.com



The Fear of 
CALLING CUSTOMERS
By Alex Goldfayn There are many times throughout the 

week we think about picking up the 
phone to call a customer, or a pros-
pect, but do not. 
We avoid it…or we get busy. Another 
call, or fire, comes in. Or we send an 
email instead…or we need to drive 
somewhere. We could make the call 
while we drive but we do not. We 
check in with the family, or the sup-
plier. (They can’t reject us! Well, they 
could, but it’s less likely.)
Maybe we fire up a web browser 

window and do some research instead 
of picking up the phone to call our 
customers. 
We research products. 
And then we research the baseball 
the baseball standings. How are our 
baseball teams doing? (My Cubs seem 
to putting it together at the right time.) 
Then we go research some football. 
There’s college football, the NFL (my 
Bears, are, predictably, off to a terrible 
start) and our fantasy football teams! 
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The Fear of 
CALLING CUSTOMERS

How’s the fantasy team doing?  
Have to check!
And so we don’t call. We avoid the 
phone call, because we are afraid we 
might be rejected. 
Of course, the customer is happy to 
hear from us. Because a customer is 
also a human being (crazy, right?), all 
they really want is to know you are 
there for them, and you won’t let them 
down. They want to know their sup-
plier or provider cares about them. 
Fear is the reason we don’t call. 
Fear is the reason you avoid most 
things you know you should do. 
Even having to leave a voice mail is 
often perceived as rejection. I’ve failed! 
The fear of rejection has cost you a lot 
of money. 
There’s a lot of business you haven’t 
asked for, or followed up on, because 
of fear. There are a lot of referrals you 
haven’t asked for because of fear. 
Here’s the thing—just as we are afraid, 
the customer is also dealing with fear. 
It’s slightly different, but it’s equally 
intense: 

• We fear rejection, while the cus-
tomer fears selecting the wrong 
supplier or service provider. 

• We fear failure, while the cus-
tomer fears being let down and 
looking bad in front of their boss 
and colleagues. 

• We fear being yelled at by our 
customers, while our customers 
fear being yelled at by their boss 
for your mistakes or problem. 

The best thing to do—and there’s 
nothing even nearly as effective—is 
to call customers and prospects 
proactively. 
Check in with them. Ask them about 
their families. Tell them you were 
thinking about them. 
They won’t get mad at you. In fact, it’s 
impossible to be angry when somebody 
tells you they were thinking of you. 
Recently, a salesperson at a client’s 
company made such a call to his 
customer, a busy project manager. She 
was stunned. 
“What do you need?” she asked. 
“Nothing, just saying hello, and 
checking in.” 
“Really? What’s wrong?” 
“Nothing. I’m just calling to see how 
you’re doing.”
“But really, what is it?” 
“I was just thinking about you; what 
are you working on that I can help 
with?” 
After her shock wore off—because 
nobody calls for no reason—he told me 
they had a lovely conversation for 20 
minutes. 
Two weeks later she called him and 
increased their work together by more 
than 50 percent. 
That’s how these things work. When 
you call, you are present. You are 
memorable. You are basically singular. 
Because the competition isn’t calling! 

Here are four kinds of phone calls you 
can make: 
 Call a customer you haven’t talked 

to in six months or more. This will 
force you to think about and iden-
tify these very important people 
and make contact. 

 Call a prospect. Somebody who 
has not yet bought from you. We 
don’t communicate with prospects 
typically, because we only talk 
to people who call us. And only 
customers call us. 

 Call somebody who used to buy, 
but stopped. Let them know you 
were thinking about them. 

 Call somebody you know is 
buying from a competitor. Express 
interest. Tell them you have a 
customer similar to them who’s 
thrilled, and you’d like to help. 

Is there some overlap in these cate-
gories? Sure. But I want you to think 
about who you can communicate with. 
Show people you care about them, 
you’re thinking about them, you want 
to help them, and they will thank you 
with their business. 

ALEX 
GOLDFAYN 
runs The 
Revenue Growth 
Consultancy and 
is the author of 
The Revenue 
Growth Habit. 
Contact him at 

847.459.6322, or visit www.goldfayn.com.

© iStock |  rosipro 

There’s a lot of business you haven’t asked for, 
or followed up on, because of fear. There are a 
lot of referrals you haven’t asked for because 
of fear. Here’s the thing—just as we are afraid, 
the customer is also dealing with fear.
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Doors + Hardware readers don’t just flip through 
our magazine, they actually put it to good use! 
Learn more about how to reach your desired 
audience inside our 2018 Advertising Guide. Let 
us create a program specifically designed to get 
results. Email mlong@dhi.org for your copy.

The 2018 Doors + Hardware Editorial Calendar 
is now available! 

If you've ever thought about writing an article 
or submitting a case study to the only magazine 
devoted exclusively to the non-residential door  
and hardware industry, now is the time! Gain 
peer recognition by sharing your expertise. Email 
dgable@dhi.org for details.

NOW AVAILABLE:  
DOORS + HARDWARE 
2018 ADVERTISING 
GUIDE AND EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR!

A searchable database for job seekers and employers. 
DHI members receive exclusive and significant discounts,  

as well as complimentary resume postings. 

UPLOAD YOUR CAREER

careers.dhi.org

Career Center
Start Your
Career Today!
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A searchable database for job seekers and employers. 
DHI members receive exclusive and significant discounts,  

as well as complimentary resume postings. 

UPLOAD YOUR CAREER

careers.dhi.org

Career Center
Start Your
Career Today!
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH  OWNED & PRODUCED BY

SAVE 
THE 
DATE

For our company, 

attendance at the 

convention has 

been a valuable 

experience. The 

education sessions 

allow us access to 

professionals that 

give us compact and 

relevant information 

that any distributor 

can use in their 

business. That’s 

why we participate 

every year.



  
— Jay M.

Connecting
Door Security +
Safety Professionals
MAY 9–11  |  BALTIMORE, MD

 1600+  ATTENDEES

 100+  EXHIBITORS

 35+  EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS

 40+  EXPERT SPEAKERS



DEC. 
1

REGISTR
ATIO

N OPENS

dhiconnextions.com

BUILDING BETTER BUSINESSES ONE 
CONNEXTION AT A TIME
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Business and

  Technical Resources 

IndustryWatch 

 

Impact

DHI offers exclusive access, networking events, education and unparalleled opportunities to 
advance your career and grow your business. No wonder DHI membership is growing!

ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP?

More than 2,000  
certified and credentialed  

door security + safety professionals

 4
Technical Schools / year  

in the U.S. and Canada 32 and 
growing, 
online and  
in-person

classes

Let us help you get  
the most 

from your membership! 

More than  

1,000  
Doors + Hardware magazine  
articles archived online, 
arranged by subject, plus 10 
years of complete issues

 Email membership@dhi.org  
 Call 703.222.2010

Our biweekly member-only 
e-newsletter brings you the 
latest industry news and trends

10 years of biannual Employee 
Compensation Reports

14  
years of Profit Reports

Career Center 

5500+ 
average monthly 
page views
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14
      CEP  
  points

webinars (and growing!) on a variety of 
topics, offering valuable
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Opening the Door to School Safety 29

Ad Index
November 2017

FOR SALE:
Excellent 20+ year door and hardware shop

Government contracts

1.215.806.4534

DHPace.com                   Follow us on LinkedIn

Building relationships,
careers and business!

Offer of employment contingent upon successful completion of pre-employment screening, 
background check and E-Verify. EOE M/F/Disability/Veteran AA VEVRAA Federal Contractor

SEND RESUME TO: CorpRecruiter@DHPace.com

We hire people with a purpose! If you are enthusiastic,motivated and 
committed to excellence then DH Pace Company, Inc., would like to 
hear from you!

As a rapidly growing organization with over 30 locations in 16 states, 
DH Pace is looking for Sales, Operations, Field Installation and Service 
professionals for all of our existing locations and for consideration in 
new markets. Training will be provided for quali�ed candidates.

DH Pace Products:
Commercial Overhead Doors, Industrial High Speed and Specialty 
Doors, Loading Dock Equipment, Entry Door Systems and Automatic 
Doors, Electronic Security Systems and Residential Garage Doors, 
Openers and Specialty Home Solutions lines

Over 30 Locations in 16 States:
• Arizona • Colorado • Florida • Georgia • Illinois • Iowa • Kansas
• Missouri • Nebraska • Nevada • New Mexico • North Carolina
• Oklahoma • South Carolina • Tennessee • Texas

• Privately Owned • 90 Years in Business
• Sales Over $300M • Steady Growth

DH PACE COMPANY, INC., OFFERS:

√   Competitive compensation
√   Comprehensive benefits package
√   Career growth opportunities

Classifieds

Next Month:
 Decorative and Restoration Hardware

 Custom Doors

 Cabinet Hardware and Brackets

Editorial: dgable@dhi.org  •  Advertising: mlong@dhi.org
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Broaden Your Industry Knowledge 
through Education

Being involved in many industry-related organizations 
has several distinct benefits. First, and perhaps most importantly, 
it gives the participant a much better sense of all the interrelated 
disciplines involved in a commercial construction project. Many 
of us in the door safety and security industry focus on involve-
ment and certifications offered through DHI and the Builders 
Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA). 

This is essential to what we are involved in on a daily basis 
and form the core of our knowledge base directly related to 
what makes us industry-specific experts. Getting involved in, 
and perhaps more importantly, certified through, other AEC 
industry organizations can be just as important to gaining an 
understanding of how our door, hardware, and security knowl-
edge relates to the rest of the project and its participants.  

For example, the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) 
focuses on specification and construction documentation 
knowledge and helps connect the various participants in 
the project.  Whether you’re a contractor, owner, architect, 
engineer, developer, or even an attorney, you can benefit 
from participation in CSI. Other organizations help to add to 
one’s knowledge and understanding of the design and con-
struction process. The American Institute of Architects (AIA), 
the International Interior Design Association (IIDA), and the 
American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) form the basis 
of most design-related knowledge, including contracts and 
drawing formats. 

The American Society of Industrial Security (ASIS) and the 
Security Industry Association (SIA) offer many education and 
certification programs dealing directly with the protection of 
people and assets. The National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA), and the International Code Council (ICC) issue standards 
and codes directly related to how our door and hardware prod-
ucts are applied in the built environment. Knowledge of these 
codes and standards is an integral part of being a door safety 
and security professional. 

The Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), and 
the Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) all have 

members that we can learn from, programs that can help edu-
cate us, and certifications to add to our expertise and resume. 
The Associated Locksmiths of America (ALOA) offer programs to 
add to your knowledge and proficiency as they pertain to locks 
and keying. There are many other organizations not mentioned 
here that can be of great benefit, depending on your focus.

Our industry does not operate in a vacuum. Our products are 
applied in buildings based on function, design, and building 
codes. They connect and are related to many other building 
components such as metal studs, sheetrock, flooring, electrical 
devices and security systems. 

Industry-related associations help us understand how our 
products are specified, how they are installed, how they meet 
building codes, and help to meet owners’ needs. Participating 
in the certification programs offered by these various organiza-
tions truly helps to develop a conceptual understanding of the 
entire construction process and concrete skills in many things 
related to our business. 

Whether its contract documentation, specification principles, 
product knowledge, code applications, or communication with 
the design and contracting teams, industry-related organiza-
tions are there to help educate and equip us with the skills we 
need to succeed. Many companies use these organizations’ cer-
tification programs as a component of their professional devel-
opment offerings. As in life, you get out of these organizations 
what you put into them. The time and effort spent as an active 
participant or earning credentials can yield returns far beyond 
your expectations.  

T.J. GOTTWALT, DHT, AHC, CDC, FDAI, 
FCSI, CDT, CCPR, CM-BIM, is an 
Architectural Consultant for Allegion.  
He can be reached at Timothy.Gottwalt@
Allegion.com.

By T.J. Gottwalt, DHT, AHC, CDC, FDAI, FCSI, CDT, CCPR, CM-BIM

Closing 
Thoughts
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